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o LY 10 DAYS |.|:|=1 TO u Eﬂ?
THE LATEST INFORMATION we have
received on the fate of the two Dublin anarchists, Marie and Noel Murray, is
that Noel has asked to withdraw his appeal to the Qupreme Court. If this court
decides to accept his request when it sits

detention on arrival at London airport,
and her subsequent surveillance by the
‘Special Branch for the duration of her
stay.
With the passing last week of the Emergency Powers Act in almost its entir-
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Because he is being kept completely out .
e.d another giant Step.t°wm:dS the formal’
of contact with the outside world at Curragh Military Detention Camp we have
no knowledge
of Noel's
forthere
withdrawing
his appeaL
andreasons
similarly
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hon of a pone? State In whmh an freed'
om of éxpresswn ceases to exist‘ At
least
elgh.t members
of the
Dublin for
Defence
Committee
have been
arrested
try-
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is no information whatever concerning
.
.
giaggéngilg £22? the same conditions
'
The physical and psychol ‘cal brutality to which the three accustegdl were subjected on arrest and up to their trial is

mg to pubhmse the case through leaﬂetting and flvposting, in the face of the wall
of silence and censorship constructed around it. Faced with harassment of this
kind a group has no option other than to
channel more and more of its energies
into simply defending itself. In spite of
this the Dublin Defence committee is

L the state except to abolish it.

Government's assurance over Radio Eir-

Still alllfive and has called for two International days of action, on the 8th and
21st of October. A torch light march
from Marble Arch to Filburn is being
planned in London for the 8th. Watch out
for further details. Meanwhile the picket
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still continuing In Spite of the Dublin
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Of the Irish EmbassY,1'7 Grosvenor Place

.

S.W. 1. , each Saturday between 10 and
12 am, and the Allied Irish Bank, Kilburn High Road, between 2 and 4 pm Saturdav afternoons, continues and urgently
needs your support. The regular weekly
meeting of the London Defence Committee
is held every Friday night at Rising Free
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, . The total abolition of capital
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icism of the Murrays' trial. Using this

'
Punishment
.
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that they C0nlIl'aven€ the United Nations

Reporting the case has been effectively
silenced by the Dublin Government's prosecution of the Irish Times and Hibe}_'ni_a
for contempt of court By publishing crit-

convention on the detention of _m-isoners.
Unable to receive anv visits and letters
whatsoever, except from Noel's parents.
both over seventy and in poor health, in
conditions of solitary confinement in condemned cells, without newspapers, radio
or books, the Murrays are thought to be
unaware of the defence campaigns now
.
.
.

and earlier press reportsé, ta gamlplhlet
esenting the backgroun 0 e urrays'
Base has been published in Dublin. Called
"No Hanging Here" it is available from
Rising Free, also the address (Box 2)for
all correspondence.
.
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In Its attempt to qmeuy return camta
punishment to the 26 counties, widespr-
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138/142 D1‘UI'l1m0nd Street, N.W. 1.
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eann that the Murravs were enjoying all
possible privileges, they are actually being held under conditions so stringent

-

At last week's (September 10th) packed public meeting of the London Defence
Committee, Marie McMahon outlined
the worsening situation in the 26 count-
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that the British press, including the Left
press, would break its own virtual silence over the Murravs, beginning with a
lead article in the Sunday Telegraph last

ies. British police complicity in this

week. were severely set 5a<=l< W58" that

state of affairs is clearly illustrated by
the fact of Ms McMahon s’ three hour

paper failed to appear through an industrial dl8P1Il9pw 3, R5
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FREEDOM
while the employers are given a free hand.We
now have the sort of situation that the trade

unionists in Sweden have faced for something
like forty years. The trade unions, through
their central body have become the agents of
the State. As trade unionists we no longer
belong to independent organisations where we
can decide on policy and how our affairs are
conducted. All that has been taken from us,
not by the terrible tories, but by the very

people the same trade unionists put into power.
We .now witness the TUC leaders telling the
seamen what they can have. The secrnen have
first to jump the TUC's fence before they can
negotiate with the employers. They have not
only the government and the employers to contend with but also the opposition of the TUC.
But how nice and cosy life has become for

Ha-mam Movs \=__-.._

the august leaders of the trade unions! We
now have, we are told, "our people in power"
work together and we can build a better life,
socialism, a iust society or whatever you like
to call it. That's what we are told. But it
means that everything must be sacrificed in
order to strengthen our economy, balance our
payments, and increase the profits of the emp-

loyers.

THE SACRIFICIAL BLOCK

Wilson himself gave the newshounds plenty of

copy with his "tightly knit group of politically
motivated men" speech. That strike, the union's first official strike since l9ll, was suppo-

sed to have "blown the economy off course"
and led to the devaluation of the pound I5 months later. That's as may be , but in fact, the
strike did not have such a damaging effect on
the economy as was predicted. Ships, once
they had been unloaded by the dockers, were

allowed by them to be moved and so prevented
any big blockage of ports. Exporters found
foreign ships to cany their goods, and oil companies used only foreign registered tankers to
bring in the much-needed oil to keep the econ-

omy going. But the strike did add another
£ 25 million to the balance of payments for the
second quarter of the year.
That is why this year's strike could be so

action, the trade unions vote to renew this
TUC govemment collaboration.
lt really shows iust how good a Labour gove-

mment is for capitalism and the profit motive.
Under a tory govemment it would be very unlikely, if not impossible, for their cabinet to
secure this degree of co—operation. The leaders of TUC, including the so—called militibnts
Scanlon and Jones, have delivered up the
trade union movement on the sacrificial block
of profit. The worker is tied hand and foot

Whether the TUC is just managing to keep to

keep the lid on and prevent the pot from boiling over, remains to be seen. But what is
needed is a revolt from below. The seamen's
vote for industrial action is a sign, be it only
° 91"!“ °"e' of the general unrest among
working people. That unrest needs to grow

into a genuine revolt against the TUC collaboration and against the system that brings this
sort of collcboration cbout. We as workers are

not iust producers of profit for a minority, but
we also have the skills and the ability to create
a free society where the means of production

and distribution are controlled by the people
who actually do the work and then production
can benefit and supply the needs of the whole
of society.

P, T,

codswallop about the 30's.

paign get under way.

labour movement to guarantee the right to live
for people in a world where the only guarantee
to life was the availability of lots of money.
Exactly how the provision of the services was
achieved, andtheir shortcomings, have-been

Despite the app-allingly low level of campaigning being carried out by NALGO, and esp-

ecially by the IS ginger-group, Nalgo Action
Group ( the level of noise is high, but the qua-

most association members with a lot of boring
The public services existing now, however,
iust did not exist in the 30's.The public services
have come into being after many efforts by the

criticised by anarchists in the past .- However,

lity leaves much to be desired ), the campaign
must be supported. However, the type of supp-

we cannot deny that the public services such as

ort given by anarchists and libertarians should

housing, and the previously free national health
service, benefit those who cannot afford to pay

not consist of hopeless rearguard activities of
the type being practised by the IS gloom-mongers. We should take this as an opportunity for
pin-pointing the many bad aspects of local govbetter situation before moving on to a situation

week as the seamen's union opts for industrial

their own exploitation.

was surprising to see, in the first half of this
year, the dynamic staff association's ( to describe NALGO as a union would seem to be a
misuse of the word) "Save Your Services " cam-

the value of the already weak Pound.

govemment working together to hold their
Social Contract intact. And, in the same

ple to work harder to increase their productivity. and for their members to collcborate in

utimate solution of the crisis as far as the budding lS militants are concerned. They are noted
for addressing NALGO meetings and alienating

ernment and aim for, at least, a temporarily

Since then we have had the TUC and the

best to keep them intact. They, like the employers and the govemmenrt, want working peo-

AFTER THE CONSTANT PROPOSALS FOR
CUTS in public spending, and, yet more cuts
in public spending ( the wonderful formula for
increasing investment in private enterprise ) it

harmful. lt will also, if it comes off, affect

However, all that is really beside the point.
The seamen had voted for industrial action to
press their claim for a £6 a week increase.
They felt cheated by the twelve months clause
of the social contract. Their last agreement
ended last January with a second part increase
from an arbitration award granted in July I975.
The £ 6 pay limit started only 29 days after
that arbitration award.

in society. _ And, in fact, they aredoing their

Save your services!

TEN YEARS AGO tl1e National Union of
Seamen took on Harold Wilson's Ldaour Govemment in a struggle in which, not only the
kept press took every opportunity to attack the
union and its left-wing members, but also

But anarchists have always pointed outthat
trade unions as organisations are not vehicles
of social change. They will not affect the
social and economic relationship we now have

out the money required for the right to live, as
would be necessary if the government and their
lunatic city-friends get their way.

where the services really do belong to the peo-

Furthermore, to suggest that the public services are unproductive and , therefore, not worth
"saving ( the implicit argument behind the city-

ple.

men's campaign ) would seem to deny that wor-

THE PRl\/ATE li\l\/ESTMENT ARGUMENT

kers ( producing nutritious steel bars, cars and

The reason why the British industrial economy

is in a mess, as the politicians and industrialists
would have us believe, is that there is too much

machinery to be used in other industrial processes ) need shelter, need to have their teeth

fixed, need to have their bodies, mis-shapen
by industrial exploitation put into shape.

public expenditure. The real reason is that

these idiots who pretend to be capable of running our affairs for us are just incompetent. Several decades of heavy investment in property
and in other non-productive investment abroad
have ensured that British industry has reached
the remarkably backwards stage of development
in which it now finds itself. For these same
incompetents to pretend that if public expenditure were to be cut that same money saved
would be used to invest in private industry is

lunacy, and they know it.
Unfortunately, we are also "blessed" with a
remarkably stupid left-wing organisation known
as lS. Their brand of lunacy consists in preten-

ding that the present economic crisis is the same
sort of crisis that we had in the 30's. The nine
days of the General Strike are the dream and

L IBERT ARIAN .ACTION
The way that these services are run leave a
lot to be desired. The low standard of service
provided to the public is also reflected in the
manner in which the lower-paid employees ﬁfe

treated. The fact that in local govemment departments there are "Directors" earning £ l0,000
q year qnd more, Sl't0UlCl TU? blind l'l't6 PUlJllC

from the fact that there exist over-worl<ed clerks
qnd typists on £ 2,006 a year, if they are lucky.
lt may also surprise some people to leam that
some |°¢q| govemment employees sweep the

streets, collect the garbage, and dispose of your
shit and industr-/‘s shit. These "unproductive"
workers are helping to stop you catching cholera

continued over page:
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FREEDOM 3
ARTHUR MOYSE On

The
gerial. lmpeccably tailored, tall, slim and

tragedy of the militant left in govemment that
the bonny fighter at the barricades has found

well-groomed, with heavy-rimmed spectacles
that can break the spirit with but a single sightless glance, he is the editor of the economic

rooms and the dreams, fashioned and fired in
the slums of the heartland, become dry dust to

Robert Heller is a man cast in the mode mana-

himself the bound creature of the State's board

magazine Management of which l can claim
to be among its longest rron-readers. l will

be pecked and parsed and rejected by the experts.

read Punch, Queen and the Moming Sun but all
those-53% a—r>_d;lumrrs of figures, sexless and
Lewis Canolish, a strictly for night readings

Heller is not speaking to you and me comrade
for we are the tools of the class for whom he
speaks - the Naked Investors - for he talks of

for failed clerks-fsr all the millionaires l know,
and l never knew cine, not one of them ever

people with a weekly wage of (bout £ l,000

read an economic magazine for they were always
too busy making the second illegal million. To
you, the world's common clay, Robert Heller isthat financial expert who fades onto and away
to on your television screens whenever the £ is
in danger or we, the proletariat, go bolshie and
won't "Dig for Victory", and Robert, looking
like a healthy version of Robin Day, gives out

in America and £200 a week in Britain, and
with my take home pay of £40 a week we are

two entirely different people, shadowed by the
same flag, buried in the same soil, but in our
lives and our life styles as apart as the black
and white South Africans.
"How were you mined? Lending to
or borrowing from SLATER-WALKER?"

the message of doom for the west in relation to
the dollar, and we shiver and giggle and wait

for Kojak to breath "Who loves you baby" into
the dying face of the Mafia hood - but to me
Bob is Mr Heller and l meet him in Angela Flo-

wers' Soho Gallery among the drinks and Molly
Parkin's hat feathers, and ever the fool in the
face of danger, l explain the western world's
economic plight and its solution to him, and in

a quiet flat voice he hands me the or-swers computer style and l crn beaten, for it is like
pting to argue with or. Iris;-v Nari-onraiist or c
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Jehova's witness, the answers have seer Fro-nec

house of the world.

To indulge in world markets is to indulge in
national suicide , and if in I945 our society

had seen to its own fields and then its factories,

une but the way the living of 50,000,000 could
have been salvaged. We are among the world's

wer that have anything in common.
This month sees the publication of Robert

faith in ecommic experts for, to me, they

lt is easy to dismiss Keynes and Galbraith's
The Affluent Sociity as no longer relevant but
en com
, sense and sensibility never was
the fashiondale mode. Of course, there is
much sense in many of the things that Heller
writes but a collection of obvious commonsense statements become no more than an intellectual folly when assembled on an unsound premise
and his unsound premise is to advocate that the
health and wealth of this nation lies in the pockets of a speculating middle class. This is his
society as I cnsume he sees it, and not having
read his book I am probably corrrpletely falsifying his position, but I see our future
a
society as an agrarian one with major heavy
industries and various light industries in a secondary role. With a fertile soil, nationwide
storage of food and raw materials, economic
inflation is a sick joke for no one, not even the
lrish politicians can cure it, for it will only
bum itself out when the surplus of food and raw
materials of the world begin to refill the ware-

talking of some weekend Footsie-tootsie comm-

ity it is impossible to find a question or an ans-

second page of Karl's Das Ka ital still lies
unturned somewhere under my bed, and with the
beginning of the season's wrestling starting at
the Albert Hall life is too short for trivialities
no matter how pleasant. l have little, nay no,

and more money and "returns less to the saving
classes than to the lower income 9raups"and
writing as one of the "lower income" groupies
excuse me for laughing like a drain.

we would have no problems in I976. lam not

over the years and as they do not relate to real-

Heller's "The Naked Investor" Weidenfeld
(£5.25) and l would be lying if l said that I
had read it or even intended to read it for the

takes more

. (ore
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it is he who writes that the
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Heller sees his society as a great solid, wealthy , middle-class strata, aware of their social
responsibilities and intelligent enough to be
allowed to keep back most of the profits from
their investments, for this, says Heller, is the

beggars, cap-in-hand to the international bankers on behalf of our parasitical middle-class

and their tainted seed corn. The history of man
is the history of the peasants in the valley and
the court high up in the castle, and for centuries they in the ctle have taken the food from
out of the valley telling us that without the

intellectual elite within the castle we could
not feed ourselves.
Comrades, in our lifetimes, over half the

seed com and the State that takes away these
profits and uses it for vast programs of public

world has learned by death, by fire and by.

works is destroying its own society. Like most
spokesmen for the middle classes Heller accepts
the teachings of Keynes, but only in the time
of past recessions, for when the living is high

bloody war, that the earth and the fruit of the

earth is our common heritage and that we need
no dictat from the castle to grow and share and
eat the fruit of our own labour. Robert Heller

other experts went wrong.

on the hog then the middle class must have the
first, longest and biggest bite, for there is felt

Every Social Democratic govemment qao-ears
to me to have been destroyed by its permanent

to be no need for industrial pump priming not

even with a l,250,000 unemployed. lf l do

corps of experts, and this has surely been the

Bob Heller wrong then let him forgive me, but

speaks for a class whose only claim to attention
is that within these islanck they still hold the
key to the seed com and their price for tuming
that key is that we shall continue to surrender
the fruits of that seed corn.

always appear to work from hindsight and their
varied opinions ccrrcel
other's out, and
every time a high-rise block of flats, a bridge
or a bank collapses, or an old
or child
dies through medical treatment,
is heard
the sound of the expert explaining why the

Not only must anarchists and libertarians want
to save services but they must work towards better
public services (i.e. services run by and for the
people). Colin Ward, in his book, Housing: an
anarchist q>proo¢h quotes Derek Fox lDirector

has already clashed with the trendy director

of Housing at I-“F: London borough of Hammer-

over seven underpaid, overworked clerical ass-

smith) as saying (in criticising Ann Richardson's
schemes for tenrrt representation): "These proposals seenr to be essentially methods of improv-

istants, and is in the middle of another clash

ing communication with cnd representation of

i9"°"i$. from the top (i.e. housing committee)
downwards, rather than building up from the
bottom (individual estates); a method of allowl"9 iemﬂﬁ Self-manogernerr of theirown estates."
The implication is obviously rho} porrioipoﬁon
by the public must take account of public initratrve and not that the public merely carry out

the Wishes of a housing committee.

This aged trendy does not seem to realise that
similar concepts should apply to the running of
his own department as well . The Hammersmith

housing department's shop steward committee

with him over a proposed "temporary" empirebuilding scheme for his two power-hungry assistant directors, and an O&M review which appeared out of the blue.
on both these occasions the shop stewards

committee has fought the director over the issue
of an attempted cutting down of jobs ( ond thus

an increase in interest taken by clerks and typ-

ists in the running of the department and slowly
but surely Derek Fox is being forced to negotiate with people whom he had previously dismissed as irrelevant.
lt is interesting to note that in the struggle
for adequate pay for the clerical assistants mentioned above the union branch merely encoura-

ged these people to take the official channels
( a laborious technique which guarantees that
grievances are hardly ever dealt with). The
shop stewards committee, however, was instrumental in forcing the union to support an uno-

services ) in the areas in which the people emp-

fficial partial strike. Hence the quickest dispute
ever seen in Hammersmith NALGO's history was

loyed were less likely to complain.

resolved in three weeks.

I'm glad to

say he lost the first struggle and, we believe,
will lose the next one too. The result has been

continued on page6=
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revolution
or
deadend ?
The recent publication by the British
press of a wave of articles and editorials
ab°"t Portugal, the P001‘ health of its ec°"°mY, its bad industrial relations and
the efforts of Dr Mario Soares, the Socialist Prime Minister and his ninority
government to impose its authority and
an austerity programme on the Portuguese people, always fail to emphasise and
inform us of the social and ec0nomicsituation of the country, which is the cause
of such apprehension in financial circles
in Europe.

After Turkey, Portugal is the poorest
of all the Western European countries.
Unless the abject poverty, endemic unemployment, economic, religious and
sexual oppression that burdens the lives
of the vast majority of the Portugues
people is willingly or forcibly abolished,
no social or economic peace will ever
flourish in this beautiful country, paradoxically known, for the fifty years it
endured fascist rule, as the "Garden of
Europe".
Since the 25th April 1974, to add pain
to misery, all the political parties, regardless of their persuasion, have, in
their megalomaniac race for power, further contributed to Portugal's hundred
years of political catastrophe, the pgverty
of ideas defined by the counter -revolutionary ideologies of Marxism, Bolshevism, Trotskyism, State Socialism, Nationalism, Militarism, Capitalism, Christianism, Racialism, etc. , etc. . .
The so -called politicization of workers
and peasants under the influence of apparently progressive parties only managed in reality to divide those who produce
all wealth -the working population-into
antagonistic sections (lumpen v. the proletariat, the proletariat v. the intellectuals, urban workers v. rural workers,
etc. . .) according to the leadership of the
vanguardist parties. This scientific killing of the spontaneity of the exploited
classes and of any possibility of releasing the necessaryso/idarityneeded for the

final assault against the State and its institutions is the sole responsibility of
the political forces of the Left, who consciously took an anti -anarchist position
in relation to the Portuguese Revolution.
The most oppressed sectors of the
population, namely women, children, the
lumpen, the unemployed, ordinary prisoners, lesbians and homosexuals, the
shanty town dwellers, the so-called reactionary workers from Northern Portugal, were deliberately ignored’ by the
vanguardist drum beaters, Simply for no-t
having the industrial and economic power
to participate in the struggle, according
to sacrosanct Leninist theory. Those who
initially would have beneﬁtted from the
social revolution were allotted the secondary role of spectators at the two-year
circus, clowned by bourgeois politicians.
The pseudo-revolutionary adventure of
25th November 1975 only opened thedoor
of the circus to those right-wing forces
not totally smashed by the Revolution,
and today, in order to govern, the Social
Democratic politicians, classically trapped between the Right and the Left, can
only launch the usual monotonous appeal
for law and order, increased productivity
and order everybody to go back to work
in the interests of freedom, democracy
and the Nation.
The Portuguese workers’ response to
the new political leadership's demand is
a very simple question: "But work for
whom, work for what?" Other than creating political embarassment for Dr Mario Scares’ government, the Communist
Party, the Communist-controlled Intersindical, the defunct FUR and the already
disintegrating GDUPs;" have no answer to
this fundamental question either, for they
are blinded by political hate and sectarianism, by the violent urge to take uparms
seize control of the State, paint it withthe
mythical colours of a Workers’ State and
eventually align themselves with Russian
or Chinese imperialism.
As the only options presented, up to
now, to the Portuguese people have been
either to be democratically exploited by
Western capitalism and be governed by

soft-speaking social democrats (with inherent dangers of a fascist come back,
a la Pinochet) or to be more dogmatical-

lv exploited by Slate Capitalism disguised

as Socialism and be bossed around by militarized Party Commisars or bureaucrats
no wonder the "Portuguese Revolution"of
the 25th April 1974 has ended peacefully
in a depressing cul de sac. The answer
to this impasse can only be a libertarian
social revolution, but unfortunately revolutionaries are the scarcest commodity
in Portugal.
As we wait for better times, it is good
news to learn that 25 libertarian groups
have federated themselves in a national
regional organization under the name of
I-‘. A. R. P. (Anarchist Federation of the
POT?-€11ese Region-FAI). The current
address is: F.A.R. P., Apartado 5, Al1:3-das Pvrhlgal. Let us hope that with
the help of our international solidarity,
I-'. AP. P. will be able to present to the
exploited people of Portugal a revolutionary alternative that will freely motivate
people irierested in radical changes to
smash the walls of the Portuguese cul de
sac.
*Major Otelo de Carralho's supposedly
libertarian -anti -party -organization set
up after he obtained 16‘-"2 of the Presidential vote. The GDUPs are breaking up
under the strain of attempts to control
them by the UDP, the PRP-BR, and the
FSP.
P. S. Please watch for the publication by
the Solidarity Group London of an illustrated book on Portugal called "Portugal,
the Difficult Revolution".
I have had the opportunity to read it
during the correction of Portuguese
words and spelling which I did for the

azzr.-or. This book is the only one which
tresents us with a libertarian analysis
of the Portuguese Revolution. Order your
copy now from Freedom Bookshop, price
around £1.50 per copy. This book is essential reading for us anarchists to understand the shortcomings and successes
of the Portuguese Revolution.
Claude.

The Right To Work March
Unemployment Politics
And The State
UNTIL socialists recognise the authoritarian content of their political creed
and examine the politics of power, the
solution to the unemployment problem
is likely to be one of forced labour, for
that is how both Hitler and Stalin solved

the problem.
The right to work march was not with
out controversy at its stop at Wandle
Park, Croydon on 4th September, for
it was this mixture of authoritarianism
and political chicanery that aroused the
controversy. There was, of course,
the CP kettle calling the IS pot black in
suggesting that the right to work campaign is an IS front organisation which
no doubt to some extent it is. The way
in which the organisers dealt with opposition was very like CP behaviour

within many of the similar organisation
fronts they set up during their history
before they dropped the title Daily Work
er and became respectable.
The gay right to work group had their
banner removed by force by the organisers and the women's right to work
group was refused permission to carrY
a banner. Both groups contended that
they had special problems in relation to
employment which were often overlooked, The way the meeting, to discuss
the matter, was manipalated under a
facade of democracy was a symptom of
left authoritarianism that has dominated
the revolutionary left and resulted in
the frustration rather than the development of mass revolutionary consciousness that is essential if a real revolut-
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ion is to be achieved.
It was suggested that one should nOt

upset the susceptibilities of the trade
union supporters of the march and pander to the puritanical prejudices of the
radical left. In fact it is high time the
prejudices and the acceptance of ;rivilege in the form of differentials in workers movements should be challenged.
To suggest that the problem of unem ployment can be solved by nationalisation is patently not true, with a large
sector of the economy nationalised we
still have 1% million unemployed. The
problems are not the same as in the
thirties when with a very rudimentary

social security there was widespread
hardship and malnutrition of a different
kind. People as a whole are not now
going to accept this. To contain the
situation and to maintain a privileged
society may well lead to corporate
state developmentAlthough the march was reminiscent
of the Aldermaston marches in the
enthusiasm and humour it did not have
the spectrum of people as at Aldermast
on but a similar isolation of a particular symptom of privileged society was
a feature of this march. The anarchist
participation was small so unable to
add some breadth to the proceedings,
even had the organisers been willing to
accept different viewpoints.

However a large section of the march
were well aware of the dangers of the
authoritarian tendencies and there was
much discussion and leaflets printed in
criticism by the gay and women's
groups and a group called ‘Workers’
Action" whose leaflet suggested:
"That's their (the TUC bureaucrats)
total idea of ‘fighting for jobs’ - whispering sweet nothings in the ear of the
Labour government. Reﬂate the economy; impose import controls; get rid
of foreign workers first: put a few
¢°PP9rs into training. That's what
they're saying. And when the government pays no attention to these whisperings, they're quite willing to go along
with pay curbs so that the bosses can
get richer and the workers can get perhaps - a few more crumbs off their
masters‘ table. Well, that's one way
to ‘fight for jobs. ' The only trouble is
- IT DOESN'T WORK."

This is OK as far as it goes but it is
time to connect this with the whole
question of the type of work, its relation
ship with resources and the need for
creative expression, completely lacking in capitalist and state socialist
societies. The leaﬂet continued:

"Todays march, called by the Right
to Work ‘Council’ from London to
Brighton to lobby the TUC is a call for
a break with Healy and for a ﬁght again
st the anti working class policies of
the Labour government. And as such
the march is important to every trade
unionist and socialist who wants to do
something about unemployment. Des-

Peter Newell .
I WORKED
FOR THE CIA:
More On The
AFL-CIO

pite the importance of the Right to Work
march and the need to make it a success
we disagree with much of the programme and organisation of the Right to Work
Campaign.
"Because it is vital to achieve the
maxim possible unity of those genuinely
prepared to fight unemployment - since
such a campaign can only be organised
on a democratic basis the failure to
hold an open and democratic conference
to decide on perspectives is disturbing.
And the following aspects of the march
are particularly disturbing:
T The ban on leaflets, banners and
contingents imposed on the Gay Workers
and the Women's Right to Work contingent, and the exclusion of representatives of these bodies from the ‘Council’
running the march.
1' The rejection of an invitation from
the Crawley Joint Shop Stewards Committee to a joint meeting on unemployment when the march makes its overnight stop there.
1' The secrecy that surrounds the nature
and composition of the National Right
to Work Council, and the exclusion
from it of a bona—fide delegate from
Chorlton Labour Party.

"To correct these mistakes and
really build the campaign, all bodies trade unions, women's groups, Labo1n~
Parties, student unions - that support
the march should be summoned to a
delegate planning meeting as soon as
possible (jreferably within a month).
This conference should be organised
openly and democratically to decide
the next steps of the campaign, to
discuss its political programme and
elect an open leadership.
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"All this is absolutely necessary if
we are to build the campaign and nail
as lies the CP's allegations that the
Ri ht to Work Campaign is nothin but
an%S front. "
g
The failure of socialist groups to
grapple with the problem of power and
authority which is connected with the
development of consciousness rather
than leadership has led to revolution
being countered before it begins.
Therefore it is the writer's view that
anarchists should spread their activity
to try and have the same immct as in
the days of Committee of I00. For the
times are coming when this is more
than necessary.
The unwarranted presence of police
in large numbers indicates the critical
state of a society that does not know
where it is going. The special squad
appeared to irevent the march from
going where it wasn't going anyway.
This "social service" remains uncut to
contain social unrest without solving
the basic problems of a privileged society.
The march went on to Brighton to

confront one section of the corporate ,
state - the TUC.

Alon Albon

i
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I SUPPOSE MOST OF US have at least
one skeleton in our cupboard. I have a
number. But one of them was my-at the
time unknowing-brief connection with the
CIA.
Following my resignation from the
SPGB in the early 60s, I worked as a
freelance writer for a number of mainly
Postal Workers‘ journals, and in particular for The Pos? the official journal of
the Union o
s Office Workers. In that
journal, I wrote a regular fortnightly column under the nom -de-plume of "Bell- .
man". I was, of course, an anti-communist. But under the "protection" of the
then editor, Norman Stagg (now Assistant General Secretary of the UPW), I
often attacked the Communists, both in
the UPW and elsewhere, quite mercilessly. And, in turn, they-including a number of "undercover" Communists in the
union-began a concerted campaign against "Bellman". In the end, this resulted in the well-known, but "undercover",
Communist "Dick" Lawler threatening
me with violence! Later, after a "leftward" turn in the UPW, Iawler became
an Assistant Secretary (Postmen's Section). He has since died.
During this period, I also campaigned
against Moral Re-Armament. Moral ReArmers, like the CPers also deeply entrenched in the union, did not threaten
me with violence, but they persistently
harassed me with a number of their people calling at my home when I was out
but members of my family were in.
However, it was my anti -Communist
views which were of interest in certain
quarters. . .I began to receive, among
other journals, a publication called Free
Trade Union News, published by the
A. F‘. L. -C. I. O. and edited by one Jay
Lovestone, a one-time leader of the American Communist Party. Shortly after,
"someone" asked me to write an article
for the Free Trade Union News . I wrote
a fairly well-researched aﬁcle on the
repression of the Jews in the Soviet Union, and sent it to Jay Lovestone. I was
somewhat surprised (and, at the time,
pleased) to find that the article had not
only been given prominent treatment in
the English -language edition of the Free
Trade Union Newg but had been pi-5%
in renc , Spanis and German editions
as well. Since then, I like many others
have discovered that both Jay Lovestone
and the Free Trade Union News were recipients of CH funds.

At about the same time, I met a person who undoubtedly was a top CIA man
within the US Trade Union movement.
At a UPW conference in Blackpool, I was
introduced to one Joseph Biern, President of the Communications Workers of

continued over page:
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lWorked For The CIA:
America, and "labour" advisor to President John Kennedy. Biern and I met on
a number of occasions dining his stay in
Britain. Later, I reviewed a book he had
written-and, naturally! -my review in
The Post was most sympathetic. Joe
Eern, Hirough his connections with President Kennedy, the CWA and particularly the Free Labor Development (IFLD)
in Iatin America, was obviously a CIA
man-but I did not know this at the time.
He is now dead.

CIA involvement in the international
'I‘rade Union movement is, of course, a
dirty business; but it is no worse than
Communist-KGB involvement. Who knows
how many of us, at some time or another,
have been "conned" into working for the
CIA or KGB?

Save Your Services:
Colin Ward also quotes the dynamic duo of

Trevor MacMurray and Tony Shoulis ( another
set of planning trendies ) extolling the virtues
at co-ownership housing schemes. Tony Shoulis
is now one of the two assistant directors of hou-

sing at Hammersmith and Trevor MacMJn-ay is

employed by the management consultants M: Kinseys who were responsible For a housing study

which said nothing and then charged the council
E 33,000 tor it. Had the shop stewards committee been in openation at that time it is almost
certain that such a rip-oft would never have

come about.
The struggle to increase worker participation

in the public services could eventually result
in increased real participation by the people.
Struggles in the work-place are noticed outside
the work-place too. Rip-offs and the whittling

away of the public services ( people's right to
live ) are only possible when that section of the

population nearest to the source of trouble - the
council's employees - Fail to take an interest in

and act against the malpractice: found in all
spheres of government. So let's not fight c useless rearguard action but let us push for better
and real people's services.
Nino Stai-To

HOSE
FREE
An Open Letter to the
National Association
for Freedom
Dear NAFF,

I have been reading the aims
and objects of your founders as they appear in your journal, "The Free Nation".
Some of them I find to my taste and unhesitatingly endorse. I am all for freedom of movement, speech, publication,
freedom to belong or not to belong to a
trade union, to own private property, and
so forth and so on. But there are certain
"freedoms" and "rights" that you propose
that are not to my taste and I do not endorse.
You state, for example, that "we believe that citizens have the right to be
governed by the laws and customs of this
realm, duly enforced without fear or fav-

our "

Now, why do you assume that I have a
"right" to be governed and what is the
source of this "right"? It is true that I
am governed, but this is without my consent and against my advantage. Indeed,
the cost of this governing to me, both in
terms of taxation and of restrictions upon my being and having, is such that I
consider I would be much better off if I
had no such "right" and was tree to order
my life as I see fit. I care little whether
the "laws and customs of this realm" are
"duly enforced without fear or favour. "
It is how to evade this enforcement that
worries me-not its mode of implementation. A man condemned to death has only a marginal interest in his manner of

execution. Whether he is killed by hanging, electrocution or firing squad, they
all amount to the same thing as far as he
is concerned. And this is my position
vis -a-vis government. Governments may
differ in degree -they do not differ in kind.
I doubt if the mass of mankind will ever
learn to dispense with government, but at
least one can recognize the nature of the
beast for what it is and treat it as such.
Then you want me to have "the rightto
be defended against the country's enemies. " As it stands, this "right" begs several important questions. YE: is to decide who are the "country's enemies" ?
And if such a person or body of persons
is identifiable why should he/ she or their
decision be binding upon me 'l If "freedom" is involved then surely I can decide
who is my enemy and how I am to fight
him? I suspect that by "country" you
mean "state" and, as has been shown all
too often, when a war occurs the State,
which ostensibly exists to protect me from
the "country's " enemies does not hesitate to conscript meto protect it. You
really ought to S5511 out more Elearly
what you mean by this "right". for in its

present form it is no more than an excuse
for the age-old sacriﬁce of the individual
to the collectivity in the name of "defence"
You also want me to have "freedom of
assembly and association" and to this I
heartily assent. Unfortunately, however,
you qualify this "freedom" with the woids
"for a lawful purpose" and thereby render
it useless. Neither Hitler ncr Stalin had
anything against people assembling and
associating for lawful purposes. Their
subjects could assemble and associate to
demand the internment of Jews or the
liquidation of "kulaks" without any trouble.
But of what use is such a "freedom" to
me ? If "the law" is to be more to me
than myself, then this "freedom" is a
mere mockery. To be of any consequence it must include the "freedom" to call
into question "the law" itself, and to repudiate it if it is found wanting.
A similar stricture applies to another
of your "freedoms" which allows me the

al abstraction disguising the existence
of warring interests and that its "safety"
is the safety of whatever group happens
to be dominant at any given moment.
films as I_am near the bottom of the social pyramid I have the sneaking suspicion
that what I consider to be my safety and
what is considered by others nearer the

mp of the pyramid to be the "public's"

Safer? T111 1'3-1'91? coincide. And I write
this not out of any belief in the superior
virtues of the "iroletariat" C0mpa_red to
those of the "caiitalists", but simply because this has been, is, and is likely to
be, the reality of any society composed
of human beings.

'

do not propose to consider the other
'rights" and "freedoms" you propose
that seem to me to be against my "right"
and "freedom"; except to point-(Tut that
the "freedom. . .from oppressive, unnecessary or confiscatory taxation" is yet
another piece of question begging. You
do not define what you mean by "opp;-93..
sive" or "unnecessary", nor explain
just what sort of tax there can be that is
not confiscatory. . .
You will have gathered from the above
that I am not exactly satisﬁed by your
iroposalsﬁr my freedom. Nor is my

dissatisfaction allaved by arnther Statement you make that "rights. . . must be
established as inalienable subject only
to amendment agreed by the sovereign

electorate". "Inalienable" means that
which cannot be taken away (alienated),
yet you believe it can be "amended"!What a relative kind of inalienability!
Having been given these "rights" and
"freedoms" as "inalienable" it now appears that my enjoyment of them is tobe
subject to the whim of "the electorate".
I suggest that such "rights" are notworth
the PEPE? liillﬂt they are printed on, for
what "freedom" can I exercise if I am always to be at the mercy of what Ibsen
called “the damned, compact majority"?
I do not accept the authority of the "sovereign electorate" any more than the
authority of the "sovereign king". You
may shower me with as many "rights"
and "freedoms" as you please, such heedoms as I do have derive not from any
notion of "right" but solely from my
"might". Only when I have the power to
determine my own life am I "free". You
will understand, therefore, why, dear
NAFF, I cannot count on you as an ally
in my power struggle -that of the individual against the perennial encroachment
of Society. However sincere you may be
in the various shibboleths you iropose
for my "freedom", in the end they amount to no more than yet another plea
for Authority. Whose freedom? Not that
of the "Nation", but mine!
S.E. Parker.
COMING SOON!
FOR THE FIRST TIME lN OVER A CENTURY!

freedom to withdraw my labour "other

than contrary to public safety. " This
formulation is nothing more than acarte
blanche to condemn any and every sEike
that tlireatens or appears to threaten the
interests of employers. What employer
is ever going to agree that a strike against him is not contrary to public safety? Of course,‘ the question of who are
the "public" and by what criteria their
"safety" is assessed will be ignored,
since any investigation "in depth" would
show that the "public" is simply a verb-
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POLITICAL
JUSTICE
COMPLETE & UNABRIDGED
(from the 3rd edition of l793)
848 pages paperback £ 2.70 (including post.
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stove find sink geyser, replastering the aged

.
m0

walls, wiring the whole house and installing
electricity, and finally a hot water system and
bath.
'

e

to divorce these two aspects of husbandry
The excuses for many modern farming
practices are economic ones, but the
true costs of industrial farming are hidden. It seems that the peak of production
by industrial methods has been reached
and the eco -structure is no longer able
to sustain the malpractices without serious damage to the environment. By its
nature the control of pests and disease
by chemical means becomes increasingly
fraught with dangers as the chemicals
used. become more dangerous to manufacture and transport.
The safe way of using chemical resources is by photosynthesis or by growing
The extent of the burning went on to
things which trap these resources into a
such a degree that a firm in Haverhill
carbon trap, which is life in all its comhad to suspend the production of certain
plexity. Its simplification into the farmdiagnostic chemicals owing to air polluers' NPK is alh-ight for commercial
tion. 'Ihe director of the firm, Dr Koch,
interests in a commodity structured socsaid, "The amount of carbon particles in
iety, but must increasingly rely on dimthe air has reached an astronomical level.‘ inishing resources.
Industry would never get away wi th
Early farmers bin'nt down forests to
causing that degree of pollution. . . but it
grow their crops and then moved on when
seems that farmers can.
the soil was depleted. Modern industrial
agriculture does the same thing, except
There was a time when straw was
that with so many of us around there is
regarded as a valuable by-product of
no place to move on to.
Alan Albon
corn production as fodder and bedding.
The mixed farm was a place where noniing was wasted and resources economically used, and all organic wastes uttimately returned from whence it came.
Since that time farming has seen the
increased use of chemical fertilisers and
the specialisation of farming enterprises
into arable and animal husbandry sections
and the increase in size of holdings. Without animals the straw became a nuisanIN THE HOUSE where l was bom thefamily
ce and only occasionally in unusual circhas, before and since, lived fifty-nine years.
umstances is it financially economic to
Actually, in half of the house for the first
bale, transport and sell it.

Fire symbolises those two aspects of
human natin'e, warmth and destruction.
Artificial heat, probably, often now replaces the warmth of human contact.
As with many places in Europe this
summer, the East Anglian sky has been
endlessly blue, that is, until the corn
harvest started. Then the sky was darkened by columns of black smoke as farmers continued their recent in-actice of
burning the straw. In a situation that
was tinder -dry, hedgerows and trees
were scorched and the atmosphere was '
full of carbon particles in the interests,
we are told, of economic food production.

It is interesting to note that the various
authorities who calculate the potential
grain harvest are having diﬁiculties owing to the tremendous variation in yields
this year. This variation in-obably could
be related to the organic content of the
soil which under existing methods of cultivation is declining. This content inf'luences the ability of the soil to retain
moisture.
The burning of straw contributes to the
decrease of this organic content. There
is a Suffolk farmer who secured a very
good two and a half tons of barley to the
acre ( some only got a quarter of a ton
this year ) but he is one of the few mixed
farmers left.
All this is mixed up, of course, with
the rights of property owners, industrial
or agricultural to do what they please
regardless of the ultimate consequences
to the future or the present community.
Organic material on earth is a consequence of countless years of photosynthesis,
the basis of all fossil fuels and a resource that is necessary for continued food
production. The desert is completely
devoid of it, and more of it can be created by the intervention of man.
The production of arable crops on an
industrial scale tend to deplete this organic content most. This is indicated by
the rapid recovery of grassland after drought conditions, which is why it is bad

twenty, occupying one living room about nine

feet by nine, one bedroom about ten feet by
nine, and one smaller bedroom, sharing a dark
wncrete or stone floored scullery with a cold
water tm over the shallow sink that used to be
called a “slop—stone", and the outside lavatory
with the old lady who occupied the other, and

The years taking their natural toll, the old

landlord died somewhere in their passing, and
his property fell to an heir who was easy going
but a prey to the bottle, which necessity got
in the way of his paying the rates, which were
inclusive in the rent. Now it fell lo a .well-

known and highly placed official to deliver
the summons calling our unfortunate heritor of

this modest wealth to answer in court for his
failure, an experience not relished in small
communities. The official arrived with the summons not at the landlord's house but at my relatives', was not admitted for a tour of inspection, being told he knew the landlord's address
and to go there, but nonetheless. . .He, being
a wily old bird as well as of envious hue, knew
more than that - he knew the unfortunate's favourite pub. There he repaired, and there pers-

uaded the landlord to extricate himself from
this unpleasantness by selling the house to the

official for one hundred pounds, whereby the
summons was withdrawn.
This made no difference to my relatives other
than rent increases which would have occurred
anyway, until uncheatable death made its win-

ning move, as it will over even such artful dodgers as our late unlamented official. His heir

finds himself in uneamed possession ofTcosy
little money raiser, and has decided lo sell.

My relative offered him £ l,5OO - but of course
through years of loving lcbour he's made it
worth more than that on the market. So, after
fifty-nine years of exemplary tenanthood, my
relatives, on the point of retirement age, find

themselves for the first time faced with the plospect of eviction.

A story of, and for, our times, a story, one

would have thought, to bruit abroad and raise
the hackles of others in the grip of greedy power and property, but the distaff side doesn't
want any publicity or unpleasantness, only to

be given a small council house or flat to finish

their years quietly. Which is why the story appears, anonymous, in a minority paper, where
it can do no more than remind us how much we
still have to do to rouse people to the consciousness of their indignity and the will to revolt
against it. It is over seventy years since Knopotkin said: "The expropriation of dwellings is

about equal, half of the house.

the comerstone of the revolution. "

During those years the first improvements began to be made by my family - a door being put
in to make a "vestibule" to interrupt the access
to the living rooms from the long narrow lobby

LETTERS

which ran from street to scullery, gaslight inserted and a gas ring provided in the living room

to supplement the cooking done on the hearth
with its by then sometimes smoky oven. On the
death of the old lady, around the beginning of
the last war, her l'O0I'l‘lS were occupied by a
married member of the family whose husband

had gone to the army, and in the intervening
years to this day that couple have occupied the

whole house, raised and seen married theirfive
children.
The rent was low, of course-l remember in

childhood the rent of the half house we occupied being ten shillings a week, or one fifth of

the wage of a working man when he was in
work. The elderly landlord came weekly to collect it and that was about the extent of his impingement. Over the years the rent has of course gone Up at every Permissible interval and to

the permitted amount. All improvements have
been carried out by the tenant - ripping out the

iron hearths, building in "sitting loom" fires,
turning the scullery into a kitchen with gas

C ,M.

Dear Editors,
A. A, tries to dispose of
my individualism by the old socialist
trick of bracketting it with capitalism in this case, the Keith Joseph version.

The trick, however, is useless. No capitalist regime is individualist. All, in
common with socialist regimes, demand
the subordination of the interests of the
individual to those of the collective when

the two clash. Whereas the touchstone
of individualism is Stirner's dictum:
"Nothing is more to me than myself. "
Nor do apologists for capitalism defend it in terms of egocentricity (granted
there are a few exceptions like the followers of Ayn Rand). I have pointed out
these things time after time in FREEDOM during the last fifteen years, but it
seems I have been wasting my time as
far as A. A. is concerned. r
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AA

claims that "no living creatures
can be isolated from the biological
entity that we call the earth
I do not
share this
' mystical monism
'
. I know 0f
no "biological entity" called the earth
I do know of a collection of separate entities, some of which are biological, to
which we refer by the abstraction, "the
earth". I am one of the entities, but the
rest are not me and I am not them.
0
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PART TWO
ANOTHER ATTRACTIVE ANARCHIST theory of organization

is what we might call the theory of spontaneous order; that
given a commonneed, a collection of people will, by trial and
error, by improvisation and experiment, evolve order out of
ichaos — this order being more durable and more closely relted to their needs than any kind of externally imposed order.
$1-opotkin derived this theory from his observations of the
history of human society and of social biology which led to
his book Mutual Aid, as well as from the study of the events
of the French Revolution in its early stages and from the
Paris Commune of 1871, and it has been observed in most
revolutionary situations, in the ad hoc organizations which
;,spring up after natural catastrophes, or in any activity where
__there is no existing organizational form or hierarchical authority. You could watch it at work in, for instance, the first
,,Aldermaston March, or in the widesiread occupation of army
camps by squatters in the summer of 1946. Between June and
October of that year, 40, 000 homeless people in England and
Wales, acting on their own initiative, occupied 1, 000 army
camps. They organized every kind of communal service in
the attempt to make these bleak huts more like home - communal cooking, laundering and nursery facilities, for instance.
They also federated into a Squatters Protection Society. One
remarkable feature of these squatter communities was that
they were formed from people who had very little in common
besides their homelessness — they included tinkers and univeristy dons. In the following winter, a correspondent of the
News Chronicle reported on one of these camps in Lancashire
Es follows:
. .There are two camps within the camp — the official
squatters (that is, people who have been placed in the
huts after the first invasion) and the unofficial squatters
(the veterans, who have been allowed to remain on sufferance).

1,.

i

O

"

A
.

Both pay the same rent of-10s. a week - but there the
similarity ends. Although one would have imagined that
the acceptance of rent from botti should accord them identical privileges, in fact, it does not. Workmen have
put partitions in the huts of the official squatters — and
have put in sinks and numerous other conveniences.
These are the sheep; the goats have perforce to fend for
themselves.
An interesting commentary on the situation was made by
one of the young welfare officers attached to the housing
department. On her visit of inspection she found that the
goats had set to work with a will, improvising partitions,
running up curtains, d-istcmperlng, painting and using
initiative.
The official squatters, on the other hand, sat about glumly without using initiative or lifting a hand to help themJ selves and bemoaning their fate, even though they might
have been removed from the most appalling slum property. Until the overworked corporation workers got around to them they would not attempt to improve affairs
themselves. "

To my mind this is a very revealing story, not only about
~ the squatter s, but about the difference between the state of
mind that induces free independent action, and that of dependence and inertia: the difference between people who initiate
things and act for themselves, and people to whom things just
happen.

SUPPLEMENT: Vol 37: No lq.

Another example of the theory of spontaneous organization
in operation was the Pioneer Health Centre at Peckham.
This was started in the decade before the war by a group of
Phvsiciansandblﬂlﬂgists who wanted to study the nature of
health and of healthy behaviour instead of studying ill-health
like the rest of their irofession. They decided that the way
to do this was to start a social club whose members joined as
families and could use a variety of facilities in return for a
family membership subscription and for agreeing to periodic
medical examinations. In order to be able to draw valid conclusions the Peckham biologists thought it necessary that they
should be able to observe human beings who were free — free
to act as they wished and to give expression to their desires.
There were consequently no rules, no regulations, no leaders.
"I was the only person with authority, " said Dr. Scott William
Williamson, the founder, "and I used it to stop anyone exerting any authority. " For the first eight months there was chaos.
"With the first member -families, " says one observer, "there
arrived a horde of undisciplined children who used the whole
building as they might have used one vast London street. Screaming and running like hooligans through all the rooms, breaking equipment and furniture, " they made life intolerable
for everyone. Scott Williamson however, "insisted that peace
should be restored only by the response of the children to the
variety of stimulus that was placed in their way. " "In less
than a year the chaos was reduced to an order in which groups
of children could daily be seen swimming, skating, riding bicycles, using the gymnasium or playing some game, occasionally reading a book in the library. . . the running and screaming
were things of the past. "
In his book Health the Unknown about the Peckham experiment, John Comerford concluded, "A society, therefore, if
left to itself is suitable circumstances to express itself spontaneously works out its own salvation and achieves a harmony
of action which superimposed leadership cannot emulate. "
More dramatic examples of the same kind of phenomenon are
reported by those people who have been brave enough, or confident enough, to institute self-governing non-punitive communities of delinquent youngsters-August Aichhorn, Homer Lane,
and David Wills are examples. Homer Lane was the man who,
years in advance of his time, started a community of juvenile
delinquents, boys and girls, called the Little Commonwealth.
Lane used to declare that "Freedom cannot be given. It is taken by the child in discovery and invention. " True to this principle, says Howard Jones, "he refused to impose upon the children a system of government copied from the institutions of the
adult world. The self-governing structure of the Little Commonwealth was evolved by the children themselves, slowly and
painfully to satisfy their own needs. " Aichhorn was an equally
brave man of the same generation as Lane who ran an institution for maladjusted children in Vienna. In his book Wanard
Youth he gives this description of one particularly aggressive
group:
"Their aggressive acts became more frequent and more
violent until imactically all the furniture in the building
was destroyed, the window panes broken, the doors
nearly kicked to pieces. It happened once that a boy
sprang through a double window ignoring his injuries
from the broken glass. The dinner table was finally deserted because each one sought out a corner in the playroom where he crouched to devour his food. Screams
and howls could be heard from afar! "
Aichhorn and his colleagues maintained what one can only
call a superhuman restraint and faith in their method, protecting their charges from the wrath of the neighbours, the police
and the city authorities, and "Eventually patience brought its
reward. Not only did the children settle down, but they devel-

continued overpage.
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oped a strong attachment to those who were working with them
. . . This attachment was now to be used as the foundation of a
process of re-education. The children were at last to bebrought up against the limitations imposed upon them by the real
world. "
Time and time again those rare people who have had sufficient moral strength and the endless patience and forebearance
that this method requires, have been similarly rewarded. But
in daily life situations it is, or at least it appears to me, very
difficult to apply. The fact that one is not dealing with such
deeply disturbed characters should make the experience less
drastic, but in ordinary life, outside the deliberately protected environment, we interact with others with the aim of getting
some task done, and the apparent aimlessness and time-consuming tedium of the period of waiting for spontaneous order to
appear would, it seems to me, bring a great danger of some
strongman type intervening with an attempt to impose order
and method, just to get something accomplished.
This is the point at which to mention anexperiment which
you may be thinking of. In 1939 and 1940 three social psychologists, Lewin, Lippitt and White, conducted experiments on
the efffect of different leadership techniques on behaviour in
groups of 11 year -old boys. These groups were led by adults
using three different methods or styles of leadership. In one
method, the adult determined the policy, procedures and activities in the group; this technique was called "authoritarianism". In another the adult encouraged participation by members in deciding these matters and behaved in a friendly, helpful way to the members, giving technical assistance and suggesting alternative wocedures as they were needed; this technique was called "democratic". In the third, the adult leader
allowed complete freedom for decisions and activity, keeping
his own initiative and suggestions to a minimum; this technique
was called "laissez-faire". The autocratic method was found
to lead to a submissive attitude on the part of the children towards the leader, and some apathy towards the tasks before
them, but little co-operation among themselves and a lack of
self-control in the absence of the leader. The laissez -faire
group seemed overwhelmed by the number and complexity of
their problems and were able to achieve little. The democratic group were helped by their leader to find constructive channels for their efforts and so avoided the impotence to which the
laissez-faire group seemed doomed. At the same time, because
their efforts were largely self-directed, and they had been enabled to establish a degree of group-solidarity, they were also
more creative, peaceful and self-disciplined than the autocratic group. In comparing the same group under different adult
leadership it was noted that reaction to a particular leadership
style was also affected by the group's previous experience with
other techniques. Thus one group was fairly passive under an
"authoritarian" leader but after it had a leader using a "democratic" technique, a second leader using authoritarian methods
was reacted to with discontent.
Now in the context of our present preoccupations we could
make a number of comments about this experiment. The laissez-faire technique presumably is the one which should resultin
the spontaneous order phenomenon. Perhaps not enough time
was allowed in the experiment for order to grow out of chaos.
The "democratic" technique wasn't really democratic in that
the leader was not selected by or from the group. His role in
fact seems to have been the helpful but self-effacing one of the
good teacher. Of course, as Muzafer Sherif points out in his
commentary on Lewin, Lippitt and White's experiments, a given technique may not have the same significance when exercised by an external leader and by an informal leader who is also
a member of the group.
But the role of the leader does make us enquire about the
nature of leadership and how it fits into an anarchist theory
of organization. Anarchists believe in leaderless groups. If
this phrase is familiar to you it is because of the paradox that
what was known as the leaderless group technique was adopted
in the British and Australian armies during the war, as ameans of selecting leaders. The military psychiatrists learned that
leader or follower traits are not exhibited in isolation. They
are’
as Major
Gibb from
said’ situation
"relative toto situation
a Speciﬁcand
Social
—leadership
varied
fromSituation
group
to group. " Or as the anarchist Michael Bakunin put it over one
hundred years ago, "I receive and,I give--such is human life.
Each directs and is directed in his turn. Therefore there is no
fixed and constant authority and subordination. " This point

about leadership was also made in the reports on the Peckham
Experiment which we cited as an example of the spontaneous
organization theory.
-

Don't be deceived by the sweet reasonableness of all this. ;The
anarchist concept of leadership is quite revolutionary in its iniplications as you can see if you look around, for you see ev¢y..
where in operation the opposite concept; that of hierarchical)
authoritarian, privileged and permanent leadership. There are
very few comparative studies available of the effects of these
two opposite apm-oaches to the organization of work. Two of
them I will mentla; later,-another, about architects’ offices, was
a couple of years ago for the RIBA under the title The Architect
and His Office. The team which prepared this report found two
different approaches to the design process, which gave rise to
different ways of working and methods of organization. One they
categorised as centralised which was characterised by autocratic form of control, and the other they called dispersed which
promoted what they called "an informal atmosphere of freeflowing ideas. " This is a very live issue amongst architects.
MrW. D. Pile, joint head of the Architects and Buildings Branch
of the Ministry of Education (in which capacity he has helped to
sponsor the most important and striking successes in post-war
British architecture, the school-building programme) specifies
among the things he looks for in a member of the buildingteam
that: "He must have a belief in what I call the non-hierarchical
organization of the work. The work has got to be organized not
on the star system, but on a repertory system. The team‘ leader
may often be junior to a team member. That will'only be=,accepted if it is commonly accepted that primacy lies with the best idea
and not with the senior man." And one of our greatest architects
Walter Gropius proclaims what he calls the technique of 'icollab
oration among men, which would release the creative instincts
of the individual instead of smothering them. The essencé of such
technique, " Gropius declares, "should be to emphasise irﬂividual freedom of initiative, instead of authoritarian direction
by a boss. . . synchronizing individual efforts by a continuous
give and take of its members. . . "
This leads us of coii:rse to another cornerstone of anarchist
theory, the idea of workers‘ control in industry. When we are
faced with the objection to the idea of workers‘ control-on the
ground of the complexity and scale of modern industry, weresort once again to the federative principle. There is nothing
outlandish about the idea that large numbers of autonomobs industﬂal units can federate and coﬂrdinate their acﬁviﬁeglf _
you travel across Europe you go over the lines of a dozehrailway svstems—capitalist and communist-co-ordinated by freely arrived at agreement between the various undertakings,

with no central authority. You can post a letter to anywhere
in the world, but there is no world postal authority -representatives of different postal authorities simply have a congress
every five years or so.
Now, if any of you are familiar with cybernetic thinking,
you will find relevant here some of the ideas of Gordon Pask
and Stafford Beer on self-organizing systems. Beer, in his
book Cybernetics and Management, remarks that the fact is,
"that
is naive, primitive and ridden with an almost retributive idea of causality. Control to
most people (and what a reflection this is upon a sophisticated

society!) is a crude process of coercion. " He also tells a
story about the visitor from Mars who examines the activities
at the lower levels of some large undertaking, the brains of
the workers concerned, and the organizational chart which purports to show how the undertaking is controlled. He deuces
that the creatures at the top of the hierarchy must have heads '
yards wide.
I asked the neurologist Grey Walter to write an account for
Anarchy of the relevance of cybernetics for anarchists. He
wrote a good account of the development of cybernetics (in
Anarchy 25) but apart from his conclusion that the central neryous system was a model of an anarcho-syndicalist community,
he did not stress the significance of the idea of self-organizing
systems. However, his article inspired a computer program,.,‘,e,. John Macgwan’ to write for us an 3,1-1-1,319 which maqe
just Ithose connections which the writings of Pask and Beer‘ led
us to believe existed (published in Anarchy 31). His conclusions
are relevant for consideration of anarchism as an organizational theory. He seeks to contrast two modes of decision-making
and control:
"First we have the model current among management

theorists in industry, with its counterpart in convention-

al thinking about government in society as a whole. This
is the model of a rigid pyramidical hierarchy, with lines
of ‘communication and command‘ running from the top to
the bottom of the pyramid. 'I‘here is fixed delineation of
responsibility, each element has a specified role, and
the rrocedures to be followed at any level are determined within fairly narrow limits, and may only be changed l
by decisions of elements higher in the hierarchy. The
role of the top group of the hierarchy is sometimes supposed to be comrnrable to the ‘brain’ of the system.
The other model is from the cybernetics of evolving selforganising systems. Here we have a system of large variety, sufﬁcient to cope with a complex, unpredictable environment. Its characteristics are changing structure,
modifying itself under continual feedback from the environment, exhibiting redundancy of potential command and
involving complex interlocking control structures. Learning and decision-making are distributed throughout the
system, _denser perhaps in some areas than in others.
Has any social thinker thought of social organization actual or possible in terms comparable with this model? I
think so. Compare Kropotkin on that society which ‘seeks
the fullest development of free association in all its aspects, in all possible degrees, for all conceivable purposes: an ever -changing association bearing in itself the
elements of its own duration, and taking on the forms
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which at any moment best correspcnd to the manifold endeavours of all. . . A society in which pre-established
forms crystallised by law, are repugnant, which looks
for harmony in an ever -changing and fugitive equilibrium
between a multitude of varied forces and influences of
every kind, following their own course. . . "'
'
We once quoted a remark by Richard Titmuss that social
ideas may well be as important in Britain in the next half-century as technical innovation. I believe that the social ideas of
anarchism: autonomous groups, workers‘ control, the federal
principle, add up to a coherent theory of social organization
which is a valid and realistic alternative to the authoritarian,
hieracrhical institutional philosophy which we see in application all around us. Man will be compelled, Kropotkin declared,
"to find new forms of organization for the social functions
which the state fulfils through the bureaucracy" and that "as
long as this is not done nothing will be done". I think we have
discovered what these new forms of organization should be, we
have now to make the opportunities of putting them into practice.
Colin Ward.
‘.

lists} This article first appeared in Anarch 62 (April I966), hence the
examples are slightly dated, but still, we think, relevant to the theme
of the validity of anarchism as a theory of organization. Part l of the

article appeared in the last Freedom (I l/9/76) . Of the issues of Anarch
(first series) mentioned in the text, only no. 25 is still available from
Freedom Bookshop ( l5p + 7p post),

ves and constituted the driving force in the unleashing of strugglesz; in

the bank sector, the libertarian syndicalist group, "Solidaridad" and
other anarcho-syndicolist groups had implanted themselves to such an
extent that they almost constituted a majority. . . Everything seemed to in-

dicate that the heavy fall-out from activism, which had to a large extent paralysed the movement in Catalonia, had not had any other effects
thanks to the tactical repair work carried out by many libertarian groups.

The Valencia region had been characterised in preceding years by the
development of informal libertarian groups. lt seemed however to be a

little backward in the organizational process when compared with Barcelona or Madrid. But in i975 the groups of this region caught up by leaps
and bounds and the recently set-up anarcho-syndicolist nucleuses grouped
themselves together under the title, C,N ,T of the Valencia district. ln

i975 = Reconstruct the C.N.T.!

Valencia, but also in Alicante, Alcoy, Castellon, Villena, Elda, Lucena, Cheste, Orihuela and even Cartagena and Murcia, anarcho-syndic-

The demoralisation which had taken hold of the maiority of the libertarian groups at the end of T974 was succeeded in the first months of 1975
by a certain enthusiasm. The Movement seemed to be recouping its
strength, not only in Catalonia, but also in Aragon, in the Centre (Madrid) and the Levant (Valencia). New groups were springing up in many

olist groups formed local federations of the C.N.T. and rebuilt syndical

different places.

arian militants in several production sectors, particularly metal. . .Despite this, the anarcho-syndicalists of the reconstructed C.N.T. came up
against certain problems of, shall we say, intemal order. In Valencia, as

,

|" Cﬂiﬁlania. after an abor-rive arrempr at co-ordination of the totality
of libertarian groups, the Movement seemed to be split up into several
tendencies. Amongst them, the following stood out:
— a "specific" tendency composed of anarchist groups based almost entirely in the university sector;
—- an anarcho-syndicalist tendency present in several factories and dev-

eloping a practice of struggle in the "oarrios" (neighbourhoods);
— a tendency rather close to the former G.O,A, , indisputably libertarian, in contact with anarcho-syndicolist groups, but still hesitating to
merge with them;

— a diffuse anti-authoritarian current, vaguely libertarian marxist, adopting the the theses of "worl<ers' autonomy". Extremely sectarian, this
current, more "ultra-left" than libertarian, was particularly reticent

Over ﬂll attempts at co-ordination with other libertarian groups, particularly the anarcho-syndicalists.
lt is interesting to note also the appearance of groups in provincial
towns and the consolidation of already existing ones (Mataro, Badalona,
5°" Adria": Sﬂnfﬂ-Colorna, Hospitalet, Gava). From now on two "coordinadoras" were functioning, one taking in the "northern sector" of the

outskirts of Barcelona (Badalona, Mataro, Granollers, etc.) and co-ordl"°l'l"9 °l""°$i °"'l'l"°lY 9'°UP5 Of Wfkeﬁr the other covering the "southem $e¢l'°|'" (B°l° l-l°bl'e9°l'r Hospitalet, Viladecans, Gava, etc.). In

Barcelona itself militant work in working-¢|q55 dish-ier-5 pmduced un|°°|<ed for I'e$Ull$- Aafive groups developed in the outlying districts of SanAndres, Guineueta, Horta, Verdun and La Verneda.
Parallel with this activity, workplace or production sector groups experienced asirrrilarspectacular development. ln the building sector, the

anarcho-syndicalists played an extremely important role in the radicalisation and popularisation of strugglesl;.a't S.E.A.T., the stronghold of the
Communist Party and the Workers‘ Commissions, they organized themsel-

structures. The Alicante group brought out a iournal called Amanecer,
the Alcoy group took a very active par't in local workers‘ struggles3, the

libertarian teachers of Valencia published Escuela Libre and set up the
C.N.T. teaching syndicate. There was a certain implantation of libert-

in Barcelona, there remained an anti-authoritarian current composed of
autonomous groups in total disagreement with the strategy of reconstructing the C.N .T., Amongst them there ought to be noted the existence of a
confusedly councillist group publishing the magazine called Autonomic
Proletaria . These very small groups refused all contact with anarcho-

syndicalist militants. Similarly the "5olidaridad" group of Valencia,
whilst defining itself as libertarian syndicalist, remained marginal to the
process of reconstruction of the C.N.T. lt is hard to explain "Solidaridad's" attitude given that the militants who were initially members of
"solidaridad" in Barcelona and Madrid (hence belonging to the same

tendency as the group in Valencia) were totally involved in the reconstruction of the C.N.T. The Valencia group was moreover fairly active in
certain work places. . .Despite these divergences, the anarcho-syndicolists got down to providing themselves with the structures they wanted.
Amanecer soon became the regional voice of the C.N.T. of the Valencia region. Local federations (Valencia, Alicante, Orihuela, Villena,
Castellon, etc.) and syndicates (construction, metal, teaching, etc.)

were reconstructed and a Regional representative Committee was elected.
locally the C.N.T. maintained good contacts with the U.G.T.
In the Centre region (Madrid), the progress was even more spectacular.
Less affected by internal conflicts than other regions, the Madrid region,
from astrictly organizational point of view, was progressing much more
rapidly than the Valencia area or even Catalonia. As has been previously said, a process of amalgamation of the different libertarian groups fav-

ouring the reconstruction of the C.N.T. had been put into practice at
the end'~of 1974. Continued throughout I975, this attempt at unification
on the basis of a clear political proiect paid off particularly well. What
had only been a long term obiective quickly became a reality. The nucleuses of workers structured themselves into syndicates and displayed

cont.overpage
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great militant cqaacity. . .Organised into the "AUl'QnQm°u5 Fedenor-ion of
Building Workers", the libertarians belonging to this sector of product-

ron set up the construction syndicate of the C.N.T. and replaced Libertid , the organ of the "Autonomous Federation" with Construccion, _tl'F
organ of the constnrction syndicate of the C. N.T. The same phenomenon
occurred in other sectors of production amongst which wesought to mention the book sector (Artes graficas), health (Sanidad), metal industry

(Metal) and banking (Banca). Giving priority to the reconstruction of the
C.N.T., the majority of libertarian militants devoted themselves entire-

Iy to this task. The presence in Madrid of an anti-authoritarian tendency
on the margin of the process of reconstruction did not present the same
problems as in other regions. The anti-authoritarian students, gathered

together around the magazine, Federacion formed a very heterogeneous
whole in which could found sim y "specific" anarchists, "neo-

anarchists", "peri-situationists", "anarcho—marcusians", councillists,
libertarian marxists, etc. Agreement between these various tendencies
could only be_achieved on certain ideas such as the demand for autonomy

or on anti-Leninism. Extremely anti-syndicalist to start off with, the
groups around Federacion gradually evolved towards much more concili-

atory positions. Some of them even set in motion a plan to set up a "Federation of Libertarian Students" which would wor'l< in close relation with

the reconstructed C.N.T., and more particularly with the C.N.T. 's education syndicate. Other student groups preferred to identify with a re-

mercially and sold by militants. The contradictions apparent in reading
the magazine were those that inevitably permeate a Movement in fonnat-_
ron. Srnd.rcalrsmo in fact, found a place in the process of libertarian reconstruction, corresponding to a. pOI'I'iCUlOf stage of its development, and
‘l °°"l"'b“i°d l'° l'l"°_P°P‘-'I¢'fl'l$¢Itlo.n of the concepts of self-managment and
autonomy by presenting a lrbertarran alternative to the workers‘ movement
Its role, consequently, was for from negIigib|e.5
I
Libertarian restructuring around the project of the reconst-ruoﬂon of rho

C.N .T., made great progress during I975. Repression and imposed olq,-,..
destinity indisputably put a brake on the process. Several meetings on
national or local level could not take place. The terror which descended
on the country between September, the date of the execution of rho five

extreme left militants and the death of Franco was absolutely not propitiov$ to mass Work. But the organizations that had been set up resisted police attacks whilst many small groups sow 1-heir oppm-o1-Uses 415,-mnj-|ed_ The

death of Franco and the accession of Juan Carlos and newrministers to
power created a corrpletely new situation. Politically, it was to allow the
acceleration of the process which had been begun,

I976= Illusions

g

In the course of the last few months, an 8X‘l’1'Cbl'ClinO|'y wave of sfjl-<35

evolution towards "organizational" Positions by groups who, first of all,
rejected anything which came remotely close to it, was not a local

by workers, disturbances among the people, and a whole of manifestos
and declarations have shaken Spain. The militant capacity of a rnovement, and its implantation can only be verified by the role it is able to
play in these struggles. No organization can claim to have a mass im-

phenomenon, restricted to the Madrid area. It was experienced in differ-

plantation in Spain today. The tolerance which the powers that be are

ent degrees everywhere and was to develop subsequently.

showing to various sectors of the opposition must not give rise to illusions.
Clandestinity is still a way of life, although more relaxed than before. ..

construction of the F. l.J. L., the organization of libertarian youth. -This

So that this picture of the Movement in the year I975 doesn't have too
many gaps, it ought to be said that the process described with relation to
Catalonia and the Valencia and Centre regions was also happening,
though less spectacularly, in other regions: the Asturias, Euzkadi, Golia-

ia, Andalucia. In Aragon the situation was a little special since the
main cells of libertarian workers were organized in C.O.A. (Autonomous
Workers‘ Com'nissions). These C.O.A. brought together the Left of the
"oFFiCi0l" C.O. (Worl<ers' Commissions). They were most often composed

of libertarians and Maoists. The conflicts between tendencies often made
these autonomous structures ineffective. In this region the groups of libertarian: workers and students had also tried to set up a co-ordinating
body: the "Anarchist‘Revolutionary Movement" (M.R.A.). In September

I975 the M.R.A., a grab-bag structurer, disappeared and numerous libertarian groups had seriously to confront the problem of what strategy to
follow. Noting the progress of the reconstruction of the C.N.T. in other
regions, the anarcho-syndicolist militants decided to group themselves by
their branch of industry (metal, textiles, construction, etc.) and created
their own journal called Accion Libertaria . A little later other sectors
got organized (publishing, WR commerce) and a regional co-ordination
of sectors of production was set up. In Valladolid, the situation was similar in all but detail to Zaragoza. Libertarian groups are co—ordinated by

a local bulletin, AEXE Mutuo and they seem near to reconstructing the
C.N.T.
Obviously the organizational project which made most progress in I975
was the reconstruction of the C.N.T. Although it was particularly adv-

anced in Barcelona, Valencia, and above all in Madrid, it was happening all over. The fact that many groups which, in a far from distant past,
had made anti-syndicalism the core of their political thought, rallied to

anarcho-syndicalism, proves indisputably the mobilisatory nature of the
strategy of reconstruction,which rapidly became the only coherent alter-

native for libertarians in general. That is why many specific groups gave
it priority over the reconstruction of the F .A.I. which would have been
more in accord with their concerns as anarchist militants. At one point or

another the reasoning, put schematically, was: "The C.N .T. is not everything; but without the C.N.T., there is nothing."
There are other elements in the explanation of the majority adoption of
the project of anarcho-syndicalist reconstruction. Amongst them the important part played by the Madrid magazine, Sindicalismo, in the co-ordination of groups, ought to be underlined. It started at the beginning of
I975 and was severely criticized by purists and the guardians of ortho-

In its January I976 number, Frente Libertaria published a series of interviews with anarcho-syndicolist militants in the interior. In one of
these interviews, a militant of the C.N.T. of the Centre region placed
the reconstruction of the“C.l\l.T. within a total strategy of restructuring
the liberatarian Movement as a- whole. Laying aside all dogmatism, it

is a question of understanding that the class struggle is only one aspect,
a fundamental one it is true, of the struggle against capitalist and state
oppression. The struggle of women, of young people, of ethnic minorities, anti-militarisml, and the ecological battle are equally part of this
total strategy. In Barcelona and Madrid "Mujeres Libres" groups have

been reconstituted. In the same way, libertarian militants are trying to
form "Libertarian ecological groups" or to recorstruct the ‘Libertarian
Youth " groups. This m-any-sided activity will only however be possible

if the Movement can reconnect with its '-urns tradition and dispose of a
sufficiently strong and structured class organization to intervene in real
life struggles. In this sense, the C.N.T. remains the nerve centre of the
Spanish libertarian movement, Its consolidation is, therefore, considered
one of the most urgent tasks on the agenda. Since the beginning of the
year the process of reconstruction of the C . N.T. has been strikingly con-

firmed. The relaxation in the repression has allowed the holding of regional assemblies (the most important ‘still being the one held in Barcelona
on 29th February attended by 700 anarcho-syndicolist militants). Some
sectors of theC.N.T, are practicing a policy of "unveiling" (destapd,

whilst others consider that before appearing publicly the organisational
level ought to be improved. Whilst the movement is consolidating itself
in Madrid and Barcelona where the C.N.T. has heoome <1 P°lPd>le l'e°|'
ity, it is also gaining ground in other regions like Andalusia, Euzkadi,
the Asturias. Gradually, internal problems are on their way to solution.

locally, they sometimes exist between the C.N.T. and the "Solidaridad"
group, but generally there is a consensus for unity. In the recent past,
personality clashes, often imported from exile, played a particularly
negative role in hindering the process of organization in the Interior. The
"consulates "6 faithful to their mission, kept a sharp look-out. AS fO$t0$

the Interior has emancipated itself from its guardians in exile, these elements of discord have tended to disappear. Today their future is extremeIy compromised. The centre of gravity of the Spanish libertarian Movement has been well and truly displaced from exile to the Interior. A future national congress for the reconstruction of the C.N.T. of Spﬂin Will

have the problem of the exile on its agenda. From information recently

many militant workers who made their first contact with libertarian ideas

received it seems that this congress will favour the disappearance of the
"official " representation of the exile, since the split C.N.T. of 5P0i"/
C.N.T. in exile has less and less of a raison d'etre. By this shift, the

and revolutionary syndical ism through it. The editorial group of Sindicalismo, which was rather heterogeneous to begin with, was intelligent en-

Spanish libertarian movement has opportunities of getting out of the long
bureaucratic crisis which had diminished it so.

doxy because it wasn'tspecifically anarchist. It served as a magnet to

3331 to understand that it had to be able to tum the contradictions of the

system to its advantage. At the moment when the "apertura" policy permitted the publication of progressive magazines and allowed a little more
freedom to publishers4, the founders of the magazine played their card
and legalized the magazine. In a few numbers, Sindicalismo established
itself a libertarian syndicalist magazine. In the eyes of many readers, it
even passed as a semi-official joumal of the C.N.T. A network of Worker
correspondents fed the magazine with information on struggles. Supported
by anarcho-syndicolist militants, Sindicalismo was both distributed com-

Not long ago the future of Spanish anarchism seemed dim, even to the

most optimistic. Most libertarian groups, cut off from all contact with
the reality of struggles, only survived by reference to a glorrous past. Of
course, libertarian practices could be dsicer'ned here and there, or an

anti-authoritarian ferment could be perceived within authoritarian organjzqt-ions, Organized anarchism, however, was in the domain of dreams or
illusion. . .Today,-without sinking into abysmal triumphalism, it seems possible to speak of illusions regained FREDDY. Paris, May I976.
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KROPOTKIN Presented Anew
KROPOTKIN. Martin A. Miller, University of Chicago Press, $l5.00.
THE ESSENTIAL KROPOTKlN.Edited by Emile Capouys and Keitha
Tompkins . Liveright . SIB .36
WHEN Ivan Avakumovic and I wrote the first biography of Kropotkin
(The Anarchist Prince) almost thirty years ago, we were very much aware
of three maior difficulties. First, anarchism had been under a cloud of
almost unknowing since the triumph of Leninist Marxism in Russia in l9l7
and the virtual destruction of the great Spanish anarcho-syndicalist move-

ment at the end of the civil war in I938 had given - in the eyes of most
outsiders - the almost antiquarian look of a lost cause to the tradition
that stemmed from Proudhon and Bakunin and Kropotkin; our readership

was therefore uncertain. Secondly, in I948 and I949, when we were
preparing our book, some of the most important sources of information
regarding Kropotkin were incompletely available; in those years of the
Stalinian twilight, westem scholars were not welcome in Russia, and
I‘l‘I0ugl'r we knew there was much material still unpublished in both Moscow and Leningrad, we received replies to our enquiries neither from

Russian libraries and museums nor from Russian cultural representatives
in westem Europe. In addition, the rich collections of the anarchist

historian Max Nettlau, housed in the Amsterdam International Institute
for Social History, were still unsorted and closed to scholars. Thirdly,
we were faced with a formidable rival in Kropotkin himself, whose autobiographical Memoirs of a Revolutionist was a work of vivid recollection
that challenged anyone who presumed to reconstruct the anarchist's life

from outside.

of the characters of the people he encountered; we are led blindfold,
as it were, through the scenes of his life. He is, for the most part, a
hand writing, a voice talking. The only incident that stirs Professor

Miller to anything approaching lively prose is the celebrated escape
from prison in St. Petersburg - and haw much rrrore excitingly Kropotkin
told it! Whale important areas, such as Kropotkin's Siberian explorations and the geographical theories emanating from them are virtually
ignored, and in discussing personal relationships Miller shows himself
surprisingly unperceptive; asking why - in I872 - Kropotkin never met
Bakunin during his visit to Switzerland, he neglects the obvious possibility that, having iust bumt his fingers with one apparently promising
young Russian revolutionary, Sergei Nechaev, Bakunin may have been
disinclined to repeat the experiment immediately with another enthusiastic unknown from St. Petersburg.

Kro

tkin, then, is in no way a full-scale biography, and mainly, I

suspect, because Professor Miller does not understand the difference
between biography and history. What he has presented is a fragment of
the history of European ideas, viewed through the glass of one man's
thoughts. But that man, as flesh-and-blood-and-feeling, is absent

from his book. What Kropotkin did is as pedestrianly told as if it were
being written in a report of the Thifd Division. What he felt is hardly
more than inferred. It is the thought of Kropotkin that is -carinant
throughout, discussed often almost in vacuo, and this explains many
curious biographical distortions, for Miller is interested mainly in the
documents that show how Kropotkin's theories developed, and these
have survived erratically, so that one is subiected to many pages an

adolescent intellectual development, principally because youthful lett-

In writing his new study, Kro

tkin, Professor Martin A. Miller has

had to face only one of these difficulties. The past decade and rrrore
has seen a remarkable renaissance of anarchist thought; this phenomenon
had affected attitudes and actions in dissident leftist movements throughout the world, and has changed men and women like Proudhon and Bakunin, Kropotkin and ever Golchan,
qaparent has—beens to ideological forerunner-s, so that their --or-ks have aeen salvaged from obscurity
and new books on them have proliferated. If the public has in this way
been created for books on the classic anarchists, the sources of material
for such books have also been vastly expanded; Professor Miller has been
able ta travel and work in Russia, and he has found the Nettlau collect-

ions in Amsterdam catalogued and fully available. For all these advantages, he has not been able to escape the testing challenge of writing
a biography as arresting as Kropotkin's own memoirs.
Professor Miller has not in fact passed the test, and anyone who comes
to his KroEtkin after reading Memoirs of a Revolutionist, or even such
vividly rendered unautobiographical waaa by Kropotkin as Mutual Aid
or The Great French Revolution will have little difficulty understand-

ing

'3

Kropafkin's tone is always that of the wise enthusiast, can-

crete and immediate in perception, live and imaginative in interpretation; Miller's is that of the cautioustcholar writing in a serviceable but
rather wooden academic prose, proud of his 'l'00I'l10l'ing (he even crams
so vital an event as Kropotkin's marriage into a long footnote), but ess-

entially abstract in approach and mechanical in interpretation.
Miller betrays something of his limitations in the first page of his
Preface, when he tells us of his interest “in the application of Erikson—
ian psychology to the study of Russian revolutionaries" and goes on to

tell how he "decided to abandon the method and instead to attempt a
full-scale biography of Kropotkin . "

What he has produced is, in fact, neither full-scale nor a biography.
Biography, by definition, is the telling of a life, in all its aspects and

dimensions; the art is to select the details one uses in such a way that
the essential balance between grand and trivial , fleeting and enduring,
emotional and intellectual aspects is sustained to produce a living and
constantly growing portrait of the subiect.

One searches vainly in Kropotkin for such an achievement or for the

awareness that might produce it. The absence of illustrations is parall eled by an equal absence of any physical description of persons or places

ers between Kropotkin and his brother Alexander have survived in Russian archives, but is given very little an periods when Kropotkin lived

actively yet left nothing the historian of ideas can firmly grip.
Thus Professor Miller's Kro

tkin presents much new detail, though

it leaves out masses of facts vital to an understanding of Kropotkin's
personal life; he has made no dramatic discoveries and leaves many
problems of Kropotkin's life unsolved. His lack of true biographical

flair means that his book has little real unity, and one apprehends its
new facts fitfully and fragrnentarily. It is a dull book, and Kropotkin

deserves better. Yet, with its bibliographical infonnation about recentIy opened sources, it provides one of the basic hoards from which a
definitive biography of Kropotkin will one day be written.
Kropotkin's awn books have been abundantly reprinted during the

last decade or so. Most of his major works - Mutual Aid, The Con uest
of Bread, Memoirs of a Revolutionist, Fields, Factories and Woflglg

,

The Great French Revolution and In Russian and French Prisons - are
now available. So is Roger Baldwin's I957 collection of KraEtkin's
Revolutiona Pam ‘hlets, and a number of smaller individua wa
ike
The State have also been reprinted.

Yet the need remained for a Kropotkin handbook extracting typical
writings that have a relevance to modem times and issues, and this is
what Emile Capouys and Keitha Tompkins have provided in The Essential
Kro tkin. This is not, as the publisher's blurb claims, "the first general selection from all his works." Herbert Read prepared an excellent
handbook of this type, Kro

tkin: Selections from his Writin

, which

Freedom Press published in I942, but that unfortunately I‘; heen long
out of print; The Essential Kroﬁtkin provides a serviceable substitute.
In their introduction ta The Essential Kropotkin, as well as in their
selections, Capouys and Tompkins repeatedly show how well and clearly

Kropotkin speaks of problems that are still with us. His attitude to
crime and to law as its prime cause; his stress on an integrated education "of the mind, the senses, the muscles" as a prerequisite for social
harmony; his fervent advocacy of decentralization in relation to both
administration and industry; his stress on methods of farming that would
increase production without exhausting the soil; his conviction that the
simplest and most direct solutions to social problems are always the best;

"his inveterate habit" of dealing with "social problems as if they were

We are given no hint of what Kropotkin looked like, of his mannerisms, '
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l These groups played a determining role in the general strike of the
bprldrng sector on the l7th April I975 in Barcelona, organizing strike
prckets and workers‘ self-defence

4 This "apertura" allowed some publishers to bring out books to do with
anarchism. Amongst them notably, "Tusquets" which has entrusted Carlos
Semprun Maura with a collection called "Acracia".

5 The magazrne has now stopped publication due to a large gap bet-ween
expected and actual circulation, and disagreements between the founder

2 The anarcha-syndicalists are also finnly implanted in the metal industries, and notably in the Baix Llobregat region.
'

and the rest of the collective.

1'3: On the" l5th September I975, seven Alcoy cgrnrcrdes were or-rested Q5

6 The "consulates" in question were entrusted with making sure that the

leaders of the general strike which had '|'|gt pq|1J|Y$ed the 1-own,
I‘

directives of the "official" C.N.T. were followed.

]
KROPOTKIN Continued:
necessarily susceptible of solution", and of solution by the pooplo rnost
drrectly rnvolved rn them: such are the themes they stress, and in doing
so they present Kropotkin as an exemplary thinker for our "era of forced
and sharpened choices".
The result is a readable and timely selection which the editors have
made bearing in mind that "Kropotkin's naiveté is a good port of his

genius." There is, indeed, nothing from Kropotkin's time of early militancy in Tsarist Russia, or from his final disillusioned period in Tsarist
Russia, but the selections from the pamphlets are drawn largely from the
era of his greatest agitational activity in westem Europe when he founded Le Révolte. Most of the three-fifths of the book taken up by extracts

from the maior works represents the three English decades when, with-

out severing his contact with the anarchist movement (for it was now
that he founded Freedom), he devoted himself principally to large polemical and scholarly hozks, many of them written in parts for ioumals
like The Nineteenth Centu

to augment his scanty income. Thus the

most significant periods of %opotkin's life, so far as his appeal to posterity goes, are represented.
I
The enduring relevance of the maior works - even of a book like The
Great French Revolution which always talks of the past with an eye?
the future and so extracts from the events of I 789-93 many lessons useful in our time - will be of no surprise to anyone who has been aware of

the part Kropotkin's works have played in developing the arguments of

radical sociologists, of environmentalists and ecologists, and of revisionist evolutianaries, for a whole generation. What does strike one,
reading them again with memories of the Paris insurrection of I968 and

similar recent events in mind, is how fresh and relevant are some of
the pamphlets like The Eirit of Revolt, written to encourage rebellious

French and Swiss wo ers a most a century ago. And when we are
tempted to drop into the habit of thinking that Kropotkin was too
naively devoted to sweetness and light, there are the salutary flashes
of dark realism, for it was no idolator of human nature who could say —
and mean - that "Man is the cruellest animal upon earth. "
George Woodcock

Medieval
Revolts
Against

Chu

And State

IN A FAIRLY RECENT BOOKLET, I came across a very
standard view of pre -modern class society. It was stated that
the life of the individual was completely controlled, and based
on something quite external t.o him.
"The central mode of experience in pre -capitalist society
was the event, principally the religious/historical eventChrist on the cross, " it explained further.
This general view prevails, of course, and is put pretty
much identically by orthodox textbooks, historians and marxists alike, nostrums about the universality of class struggle
by the former notwithstanding. Yet certainly the natural history of the revolt tradition is grotesquely maligned by the notion that somehow authentic revolutionary movements do not
begin until the nineteenth century’.

Marc Bloch
9 historian of the "Dark Ages, " admits that even

the most fabled of feudal rulers were constantly beset by revolts. And we find, for example, the inhabitants of Cambrai engaged in insurrection between 959 and 962, and an .analogous
rising at the same time in Liege in France.
Elsewhere in Europe, other revolts were taking place; on
the part of the weavers of Milan from before 1050, and in~other northern Italian cities, in Lyon and other cities of southern
France, in German cities of the Rhine region, and in the Netherlands by the 1100's.
The most popular method of banishing the fact of social revolt from the "Dark" or "Middle Ages" has long been that of
assigning to it a merely religious character. Revolutionaries
are called heretics, the class struggle portrayed solely in the
context of the Church. Thus the most famous work of this genre, Norman Cohn's Pursuit of the Millenium: Revolutionary
Millenarians and Mystical hnarchism of the Middle Iges is
found in Iihraries under church history. Recently however
this method or point of view has been losing its persuasiveriess
It is true that violent heretical movements abounded-the Albigensians in France in the 1200's, the Lollards in England in
the 1300's, the Hussites in Bohemia in the 1400's, to name a
very few. But as the Norwegian historian, Halvdan Koht, and
others have begun to recognize, rebellions were not basically
theological in nature at all but were generally clear -sighted
and thorough-going struggles against oppression, and only occasionally and partially motivated by a religious consciousness
It becomes easier to see the non-religious character to challenges to authority by the latter half of the Middle Ages, when
we can see past the power of the Church for evidence. If the
quiescence and stability before this time was largely a fiction,
it is far more obvious that by the 1200's both the spiritual and
temporal authority of the Church was in ruins. Strikes andriots
were common from 1250 on in the industrial regions of Europe
such as Lombardy, Tuscany and Flanders.
.

In 1244 there was a riot of the workers of Douai and in 1248
a general revolt broke out in Bruges, Ypres, Ghent and Douai.
There was much initiative shown by rural workers too, including but not limited to strikes at peak harvmt times. Similarly
historian Daniel Walev notes that "movements of the clothmaking moletariat had led to violence in Flanders and some
parts of Italy well before the close of the thirteenth century."
MEDIEVAL CLASS CONSCIOUSNESS
And though we might well detect a note of condescension in
Mirian Beard's discussion of "the hearty frankness characteristic of the medieval mind" (in her History of Business), the
appreciation of the deep class-consciousness of medieval people is well-founded indeed. In Italy, for instance, the ruling
classes were called the fat ones, or popolo osso, while working people were known as the small or lean iolh, thepopolo
minuto in the popular usage.
Before the 1200's were out, the ruling merchant-industrialists of Flanders were forced to seek aid from the King of
France to keep the workers in subjection. This move, however,
brought defeat for King Philip and the French army for it precipitated a DOWerful alliance between the textile workers and
the artisans. At Coutrai in 1302 the united urban proletariat
slaughtered Philip's army, and dominated Flemish city govern
ments until the end of their partnership.
Also in Flanders occurred the most violent and prolonged of
the many peasant revolts of the 1300's, lasting from 1323 to
1328. Once again the urban wool-workers took up arms, too,
and the peasants plus these allies waged a war of extermination
against landlords, capitalists and clergy.
As Friedrich I-leer pointed out in his Medieval Worlld, the
watchword of the rising was "War against e ric an the
priests! " Another civil war in 1348-49 ended in the massacre
of weavers in Bruges, Ghent, and Ypres, tut the weavers (plus
artisans in this case) of the three cities rose again in 1359 and
for two years held out in the face of all opposition. These struggles embody an organized political and social revolution
which ﬂared up repeatedly and contained radically democratic
demands.
In 1357 and 1358 northern France saw the unrestrained outburst of peasant fury known as the Jacguerie, for the common
Continued on p. 16
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llled TROTS

ho
Cares
.
; lt is reported in the press that Harold Robins is in London and has volPnteered to sit on o committee of inquiry into the assasination of Leon

ifrotsky in Mexico in August I940. This proposal for an inquiry is launched by the Worker's Revolutionary Party in Britain.
The medieval schoolmen used to debate such questions as "how many
cngels can balance on the point of a pin?" Their modern counterpart
the Trotskyists (of which the WRP is a fraction) used to debate whether

Russia was a workers‘ degenerate state or a degenerate workers‘ state,
and have now turned themselves to the question "How many Trotskyists
can balance on the point of an ice-pick?"
The Guardian's Martin Walker suggests that "some kind of dramatic

recruiting drive is now overdue" and hints at the denunciation of Robins
"as a Soviet agent" with counter—occusations by Robins that Joseph Hanse"n of the SWP "reported to FBI agents and had boasted of contacts with
Soviet secret agents in New York in I939 ". One hears the sound of ice
picks sharpening; all this is familiar stuff and the type of thing one can
only expect from Trotskyists of whatever school .
5.

By a foul coincidence , the Daily Mail of August l9th. features an expose‘ of the "Red House", the WRP study centre, by a Daily Mail iournalist who infiltrated its portals in search of a scandal. It is remotely possible that the reporter was a "believer" who was so put off by the WRP's
techniques that she, in pique, told all to the Daily Mail - However, knowing the shifty standards of the Daily Mail and its gutter iournalism one

doubts if this was the case. Besides exposing the ioumalistic ethics of the
Daily Mail, as if that were necessary, it all exposes the lamentable failure , once more , of cloak and dagger politics.
an

Wnen Trotsky was killed by a

in his hands he used this instrument to initiate the series of purges under which most of the original old Bolsheviks (including Bukharin and
ultimately Trotsky, were tried , condemned, exiled and executed ) and
thousands , if not millions , of lesser functionaries followed them to death, imprisonment, and exile.
lt is ironic that one of the articles written by Radek was in praise of

the NKVD (as it was then) which eventually saw to his dispatch to penal servitude, and disappearance , in Russia's prisons. It is also ironical
that in l92l a book by Trotsky was published in England called "The Defence of Terrorism", which to be fair to Trotsky was originally called
"Terrorism and Communism", the same title as Karl Kautsky's polemic,

)7

'

?

-a.-. -who infiltrated his fortress-

household, this was the second attempt on Trotsk)/‘s life in Mexico within four months. On May 23rd. I940 the house was raked by machine-

gun fire by a group (including the Mexican painter Siqueiros) , Trotsky
and his wife escaped by sheltering under the bed. On this occasion too
a contact inside the house was suspected of allowing the group to enter

the house. He, Robert Sheldon Harte, was found dead after the attempt,
allegedly kidnapped or disposed of, after having done the GPU's work

(the Russian secret police, once the NKVD, now the KGB , it, like many criminals, keeps changing its name to avoid detection) .

Such was

the situation at the Coyoacan "fortress" that it seems at times that Trotsky
was the only Trotskyist on the premises if we are to believe everyone!
Perhaps philosophically Trotsky ﬁts the only true Trotskyist.
.
‘The assasination of Trotsky occurred in August I940, during the Nazi-

Sdviet pact era, so it could have been done at the behest of the Nazis.
The German invasion of Russia did not occur till June l94l when the Soviet Union was anxious to repudiate any world revolutionary aims of
Communism; then would have been the time to dispose of Leon Trotsky,
the brilliant gadfly of the "pemsanent revolution ".

Although Trotskyists are keen to promote Trotsky as a better alternative
than Stalin or, at best, by some apologists, as a lesser evil, it was reco-

gnised by Lenin, in what is described as his "testament", that Trotsky
had his faults. He had an inclination to oppose rho oom-vol ¢°rr|miﬂ'ee,
He displayed a "too far-reaching a self-confidence and a disposition to

but , in fact, it was a defence of stem measures (which might by some
unthinking victims be called "terrorism", against the enemies of the revolution .)

On page 55 of the Labour Publishing Co. edn. (l92l) of the "Defence
of Terrorism" Trotsky writes - replying to Kautsky - "The revolution "lo-

gically" does not demand tenorism, iust as "logically" it does not demand an anned insunection. What a profound commonplace! But the revolution does require of the revolutionary class that it should attain its end
by all methods at its disposal - if necessary, by an armed rising: if required , by terrorism. A revolutionary power which has conquered power
with arms in its hands is bound to, and will, suppress, rifle in hand, all

attempts to tear the power out of its hands. Where it has against it a ho-

stile anny, it will oppose to it its own army. Where it is confronted with armed conspiracy, attempts at murder, or rising, it will hurl at the heads of its enemies an unsparing penalty. Perhaps Kautsky has invented
other methods? Or does he reduce the whole question to the d ree of
repression and recommend in all circumstances imprisonment instead of
execution ? "
"Or" Trotsky goes on "perhaps Kautsky wishes to say that execution is
not expedient, that "classes cannot be cowed". This is untrue. Tenor
is helpless - and then only "in tte long run " - if it is employed by reaction ogainst a historically rising clas. But tenor can be very efficient
against a reactionary class which does not want to leave the scene of operations. Intimidation is a powerful weapon of policy both internationally and intemally".
Trotsky soon had a chance to put these ideas in practice. ln March

l92l (presumably while the book was still printing) he issued an= ultimatum to the Kronstadt sailors who were revolting against the dictatorsh-

ip of the Bolshevik parl-y and for the re-institution of the Soviets.
"The Workers‘ and Peasants‘ Govemment has decreed that Kronstadt
and the rebelling ships shall submit immediately to the authority of the
Soviet Republic. l order, in consequence, that all who have raised
their hands against the Socialist fatherland lay down their arms without
delay. Recalcitrants should be disarmed arid brought to the Soviet authorities. The Commissars and the other representatives of the government
who have been arrested must be set free on the spot. Only those who

surrender unconditionally can expect mercy from the Soviet Republic. I
simultaneously give the order to prepare for the suppression of the rebellion and the subjugation of the sailors by armed force. All responsi-

bility for iniury that the peaceful population may suffer rests entirely on
the heads of the white-guard mutineers. This waming is final. Signed
Trotsky, President of the Revolutionary Military Council of the Republic.
Kameneff, Commander in Chief."
0

be too much attracted by the purely administrative side of affairs". Lenin was suspicious of Trotsky's "individualism"!
I

"Personally" though wrote

Lenin "comrade Trotsky is, to be sure, the most able man in the present
central committee". Lenin also had reservations about Trotsky's non-Bo-

lshevist background. Deutscher paraphrases Lenin as saying " the party
should remember their old vices, but it should not bring Up those vioos
against them ",

_

Lenin in his "testament" also praised Bukharin (purged in the trials of
. The 30's) <15 the ‘greatest and most valuable theoretician . . . . the favouflie Of ihe Whale party". . . . . .but urnfortunately in whom there was "so-

mething scholastic".
The °PP°l‘°l'U$ Oi The purges was set up in l92l with the approval of A

Lenin and Trotsky. In its original form it was "self-critical " of the

party and was used against "anarcho-syndicalists, waverers, doubters
and dissidents" (Deutscher). When Stalin concentrated all the power

"This ultimatum" says Voline in the 'Unknown Revolution‘ was follow-

ed by an order from Trotsky containing the historic fhreat "l will shoot

you like partridges". The rising was suppressed by troops under Tukhachevsky (later executed in the purges) with the brutal slaughter of the
sailors who believed they were furthering the revolution.
There was a certain poetic nernsis in the death of Trotsky by the "terrorism " which he condoned and , given the opportunity, practised. lt
is probable that had Trotsky obtained the power over the Russian people

he would have been as great a tyrant as Stalin regardless of the differences of personality and supposed differences in philosophy, economics
and politics.

Trotsky, Stalin, Lenin , Bukharin and Radek were all prisoners of a machine of their own making which, in the end, devoured its makers.

Jack Robinson
I

bpeasant name Jacques. The rebellion was especially alarming
to the rulers because it involved an alliance between the peasants and the people of Paris. In fact, though England was at
war with France at the time, this more pressing class interest
took immediate precedence and English help was rushed across
the Channel to suppress this great explosion.
MA SS RE VOLTS

In 1378 the day labourers, or ciompi of Florence were successful in revolt for a time, succumbing mainly to proletarian
divisions rather than the power of the rulers. Returning to
northern Europe and Flanders again, 1367, 1370 and 1377 saw
further insurrections in Ypres. And in 1379 cloth workers
throughout the country rose in a mass revolt against the nobility and the bourgeoisie, being defeated only by these combined
forces plus much aid from the French monarch, after three
years of fierce civil war.
The peasants‘ Revolt in England took place in 1381 when free
and generally prosperous peasants joined city workers in a
highly class-conscious rebellion. London was quickly captured
and occupied aftér a general and well-planned uprising broke
out simultaneously throughout the eastern counties.
Though its success was short-lived, the undertaking showed
once again how tenuous was the hold over the labouring classes.
And while most accounts still try to drag Wycliffe and others in
as supposedly providing an important religious character to the
revolt, it was clearly quite anticlerical in nature.
In 1380 Parisian revolutionaries known as the maillotins
from the hammers or mallets they carried, attacked the govemment buildings, burning the archives, killing tax collectors and
opening the jails. Similar risings took place in Rouen and other
French cities, and again in Flanders until the middle of the decade.
Continuing this thumbnail survey, revolts occurred in Catalonia from 1409 through 1413 (and from 1462 onwards), Denmark
in 1411, Finland in 1438 and many others throughout the century.
The Bundechuh, or peasant league, was the organized expression of revo ts which became increasingly widespread in central
Europe by the last years of the century. Alsace in 1493, Spever

in 1502, in the Breisgau area and many other regions in‘1‘5'13-14,
in Austria in 1515, and again in the Black Forest area in 1517these were to culminate in the great Peasant War of 1524-2'6.
Meanwhile in Spain, the peasants of Valencia rebelled in 1520
as the bloody revolt of the Communeros (spread through thecities of Castile. The woolcarders, Eaditional retels in the tdxiile
industry, were among the most advanced in the armed urban uprising at Segovia in which the people hanged officers of ther
crown and seized the city. In Burgos, a few days later, wqp-kers
invaded and destroyed the houses of officials; they made a great
pile of documents relating to property and taxes and burned them
in the public square.
ROBUST VANDALISM

‘
P.

At the beginning of an otherwise mediocre book, The Peasant
War in Germany, Engels accurately COIBPBIBS the Germanirevolli

of the 15§0's to the 1848-9 revolution. As to the power and fury
of that earlier conflagration which engulfed central Europe and
smashed nobility and clergy alike in its heyday, Engels’ is forced
to say that here was a time "when the German peasants and plebeians were full of ideas and plans that often made their descendants shudder. " He concedes, in a fleeting honesty, that the 19th

century brand of insurrection rarely approached the "robust vandalism" of the Peasant War.
’
And next, the 1600's. French historian Roland Mousnier has
called them "a century of revolts all over the world. " It was in
the middle of that century that the Diggers and Levellerfs and ‘
their even more radical allies in England called all the values
of hierarchical society into question and produced a time when
"literally anything seemed possible, " as Christopher Hill put
it. According to Gerrard Winstanley at the time, "the old world
. . . is running up like parchment in the fire. "
,
I‘

The point of this very brief and incomplete list of cases is
only the reminder that contrary to what is taught, revolt has
always been alive. And that it runs not according to anyoneis
theoretical conceptions or classifications but by the real class
struggles of individuals, however obvious this may be. Herein
lies a rich history: have heart and take aim. _
,
John and Paula Zeraan.
First published in the July 1976 issue of "FIFTH ESTATE" (Detfbit)
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Soul of Man under Socialism 8 other writings
Saul of Man under Socialism
Lover, James: Oscar Wilde
Minimal Statists

Part I

£4.00
£9.50
£0.20
£0.45
£0.25

Part 2

£1.50

Politics of Obedience (Discourse on Voluntary Servitude,

Bellini, I-oomfdoi Biloliografia de'll'anarchismo
De Leon, David: Threads in the Black Flag
Carter, Haggetts, Roberts: Non—vioIent Action
Hyatt, John: Pacifism

Apter, David 8 Joll, James (eds.): Anarchism Today

E 0.75
E 1.50
£0.70
£4.75

C . l.R.A.: Societe et oorrtre-societe chez les anarchistes

I

Carter, April: Political theory of Anarchism
Eltzbacher, Paul: Anarchism: 7 exponents of the anarchist
philosophy

Guerin, Daniel: Anarchism
Runkle, Gerald: Anarchism, Old 8 New
Woodcock, George: Anarchism (with new postscript)

nI

Walter, Nicolas: About Anarchism
Oppenheimer, Franz: The State

U'*0
I—'\I

Gombin, Richard: Origins of Modern Leftism

t" l'ﬁl'1>l'"Iﬁ2"|'> CDl\>C'JCD—I—I

$omm§o

Hobsbawm, E. J.: Bandits

H1 O

-IiO

E 0.40

NocR, Albert Jay: Our Enemy the State
Nozick, Robert: Anarchy, State 8 Utopia

E 1 .50
E 5.50

'
E 7.50

BRITAIN

Nan—vioIent Direct Action/Pacifism
Carter, April: Direct Action
Direct Action and Liberal Democracy

8
2-oz-om

Hare, A. Paul 8 Blumberg, Herbert (eds.): Nonviolent
Direct Action. 575 pp.
reduced
Peace Pledge Union: Non-violence 8 Liberation
Sampson, Ronald: The anarchist basis of pacifism

.—836
'l_'P

E 0.30
E 0.30

Bay, Christian 8 Walker, Charles C.: Civil Disobedience:
Theory and Practice
Situatianism

E 1.50

Degrd, Guy: Society of the Spectacle

E 0.75

Vaneigem, Raoul: Revolution of Everyday
Life (complete translation by Paul Sieveking)
Syndicalism
Carwardine, William: The Pulman Stri
Debs, Eugene V.: The Canton Speech

E 2.00

The Industrial Syndicalist: Complete
Facsimile Reprint

H1
H1???

The Syndicalist: Complete Facsimile

.-'."86888
"9"‘
_OO

Industrial Workers of the World:
The Centralia Conspiracy

_8O

The General Strike for industrial freedom
The History of the San Diego Free Speech Fight
One Big Union
I
One Big Union Structure
Preamble 8 Constitution of the IWW
Unemployment and the Machine

.20
.40
.20
.20
.10
.15

A

.10
.00

Mother Jones: My Autobiography

.00

Mann, Tom: The Compulsory Eight Hour Working Day

.20

Peirats, Jose: What is the CNT?

.10

-

S ndicalist Workers‘ Federation publications:
Foulser, George: Unholy Alliance
Maximoff, G.P.: Syndicalists in the Russian Revolution

E 0.05
E 0.08

National Rank 8 File Movment: Strike Strategy

E 0.03

Christopher, Bill: Smash the Wage Freeze
How Labour Governed 1945-51
1
Sorel, Georges: From Georges Sorel: Essays in Socialism

E 0.03
E 0.08
E 3.95

Down and Out in Paris and London
CHINA

E 0.50

8

‘

"lnternationaIist": The Anarchist Movement in China

E 0. 10

Lang, Olga: Pa Chin 8 His Writings, Chinese youth

E 6.95

between the two revolutions
Pa Chin: The Family (novel)
FRANCE

E 1.75

Babeuf, Gracchus: The Defence of Gracchus Babeuf
E 1 .50
'.BaIdick, Robert: The Siege of Paris
£ 0,50
Edwards, Stewart
The Cammunards of Paris (documentary) E 1 .35

E 1.95
E 1 .50

"Icarus" (Ernst Schneider): The Wilhelmshaven Revolt
INDIA
Ostergaard, Geoffrey, 8 Currell, Melville: The Gentle
Anarchists: A study of the Sarvodaya Movement

E 0.45
E 5.50

Woodcock, George: Gandhi

£ 0,40

IRELAND
McGuffin, John: Guinea Pigs
Internment!
MEXICO
Montemar Rene 8Alfonso Roberto-

E 0.40
E 0 .75

\Bl|

I = £0.60

5'

Zapata, His life was La Revolucion
(Spanish/English comic strip)

Johnson, William W.: Heroic Mexico, the narrative history

E 2.50

of a Twentieth Century Revolution

Reed, John: Insurgent Mexico
Millon, Robert P.: Zapata: the ideology of a peasant revolut- 1-oz-n

E 2.10

biboo

ionary

Womack, John: Zapata and the Mexican Revolution

E 1 .25

RUSSIA
Avrich, Paul: Russian Rebels 1600-1800
Avrich, Poul: Kronstadt 1921
Anarchists in the Russian Revolution
(documentary)
Arshinov, Peter: History of the
Makhnavist movement

5 4-50
5- I-75
E I-35
£2.50

Gorbanevskaya, Natalia: Red Square g

(edited by John L. Stanley)

Lens, Sidney: The Labor Wars

E 2.00
E 1:40
E 0.60

GERMANY

Faner, Philip S.: The Case of Joe Hi

World Labor needs a union
R
Kornbluh, Joyce L.: Rebel Voices: An IWW anthology

Thompson, E.P.: The Making of the English Working Class
Hobsbawm, E.J. 8 Rude, G.: Captain Swing
Owvell, George: The Rood to Wigan Pier

Price, Roger (ed.): 1848 in France (documentary)
Schulkind, Eugene (ed.): The Paris Commune of I871

Walls and Bars

-

BRAZIL
Dulles, John: Anarchists and Communists in Brazil

5 0-50

at Noon

Medvedev, Zhores: Ten years after

E 0.60

Ivan Denisavich 1 "

Mett, Ida: Kronstadt Uprising
=
Rocker, Rudolf: Les Soviets trahis

MITIIOEOGIES
Graham, Marcus (ed.): Man! An anthology of Anarchist

E 3.25

ideas, essays, poetry and commentaries

£ O-75
5 I-25

I

par les Bolsheviks (French)

I

Serge, Victor: Year One of the

North, Michael (ed.): Time Running Out? The Best of
Resurgence
1'

E 2.25

Russian Revolution

5|<;,-dq, A_ (ed_); Anarchistes russes '
et les Soviets (French)

E 0.95
"1.

Solzhenitsyn, A.: Gulag ArchipeI°9°
Voline: The Unknown Revolution

My
I"

0-80
£ 3 '95

$13556 oun uvrs

SURVEYS
continued
PORTUGAL
,Fonseca, Carlos de: Mouvement Libertaire au Portugal (French)£ 0.50
SPAIN

Brenan, Gerald: Spanish Labyrinth

E 2-40

Borkenau, Franz: Spanish Cockpit

E I-95

Braue, Pierre 8 Temime, Emile: The Revolution and the

E 6.00

Civil War in Spain

Leval, Gaston: Collectives in the Spanish Revolution

.

(368 pages)

paper

E 2 .00

cloth

E 4.00

Dolgoff, Sam: The Anarchist Collectives
Orwell, George: Homage to Catalonia

E 2 .50
E 0.60

Richards, Vernon: Lessons of the Spanish Revolution

paper
cloth

E 0.75

E 1.50

Tellez, Antonio: Sabate - Guerilla Extraordinary

E 2.35

Garcia, Miguel: Franco's prisoner
Looking back after twenty years in iail
Spanish political prisoners
Meltzer, Albert: The International Revolutionary Solidarity

E
E
E
E

I

2.25
0.10
0.10
1.35

Movement. The First of May Group

c in

F’

Clement, Travers 8 Syrnes, Lillian: Rebel America
Chicago Martyrs: Autobiographies
Naden, Corinne: The Haymarket Affair, Chicago 1886

E 1.75
E 4 .95
E 1.25

Lum, Dyer D.: The Great Trial of the Chicago Anarchists
Dos Passos, John: Facing the Chair, Sacco 8 Vanzetti

E 4.95
E 1.25

SUCIAI. PROBLEMS - and some answers-I

Ml-LITARISM
Bourne, Randolph: War 8 the Intellectuals E 0.95
Camus, Albert: Neither Victims nor
E 0.60
Executioners
Goodman, Paul: A message to the Military/E E 0.10
£ 0,85

Complex
Prasad, Devi 8 Smythe,Tony: Conscription: E 0.75
a world survey

HOUSING 8 LAND
Ward, Colin: Hausing:an anarchist approach E1
Nat. Camcil of Social Service: People 8 their settlements:
.
Aspects of housing, transport 8 strategic planning in the UK
Girardet, Herbert: Land for the people
E 1 .20
Turner, John F.C.: Housing by people: Towards autonomy
E 2.25
in building environments
Schumacher, E.F.: Think about Land

E 0.10

Brody, Hugh: The People's Land: Eskimos 8 Whites in the
Eastern Arctic
Bailey, Ron: Squatters
Ward, Colin: Tenants take over
Survival Scrapbook: Paper Houses
Goodman, Paul 8 Percival: Communitas
Mumford, Lewis: The city in history

E 0.90

The Highway and the City

E
E
E
E
E

0.35
2.95
2.50
0.90
1 .60

E 0.40

Nieuwenhuys, Constant: New Urbanism

E 0.10

Sennett, Richard: The Uses of Disorder; personal identity

E 0.35

and city life
White, Morton 8 Lucia: The intellectual against the city

SEXUALITY 8 LIBERATION
Brinton, Wurice: The Irrational in Politics
Mitchell, Juliet: Woman's Estate
Fromm, Erich: Fear of freedom

E 0.60
E 0.15
E 0.50

Kollontai, Alexandra: Women workers struggle for their rights
Sexual relations 8 the class struggle/ New morality
Pomeroy, Wardell R.: Boys and sex

E 0.30
E 0.30
E 0.50

Girls and sex
Reich, Wilhelm: The invasion of compulsory sexual morality

E 0.50
E 0.60

Listen little man!

E 0.50

Moss psychology of fascism
Murder of Christ
Reich speaks of Freud
Sex-pol essays of 1929-34
Sexual revolution
Ollendorf, Ilse: Reich (biography by hiswife)
Rycroft, Charles: Reich
Wilson, Colin: Reich

E 1 .00
E 1 .50
E 0.75
E 1.50
E 0.90
E 2.10
E 0.40
E 0.20

-

Boadella, David: Reich: the evolution of his work

EDUCATION

1‘

-»"iv_,
.*-.%Q'
1"?-<0%

Freire, Paulo: Pedagogy of the oppressed
Cultural action for freedom
Goodman, Paul: Compuslory miseducation q,
lllich, Ivan: Celebration of awareness /QR‘;
Deschooling society
After deschooling - what?
Adams, Paul 8 Berg, Leila: ChiIdren_s' Rights

E
E
E
E
E
E

w
J

P
-,

0-30
0.25
0.00
0.45
0.25
0.40

E 1.50
J.

.50
.40
.80

Daniel, Susie (ed.): Paint house. Words of an East
End gang
Holt, John: How children learn

.30

How children fail
Underochieving school
Freedom 8 beyond
Escape from childhood

_,
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,35
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,40
,45
,50
OOOO
OCDQOO ,50

How to set up a free school

E, 0,40

Mackenzie, Robert F.: State school
Neill, A.S.: Summerhill
Neill 8 Summerhill (pictures)
Talking of Summerhill
Newell, Peter: A last resort? - corporal punishment
Postman 8 Weingartner: Teaching as a subversive activity

£
£
£
£
E
E

Reiner, Everett: School is dead

E 0.40

Simon, Brian: Radical tradition in education in the UK
Survival Scrapbook: play - ways and means

£11.00
E 0,75

Wills, W. David: Spare that child

£ 0,40

Powell 8 Butterworth: Marked for life: criticism of exams

E 0.20

Spring, Joel: A Primer of Libertarian Education

E 2.50

ECONOMIC STRUCTURES
Crowley, George 8 Louise: Beyond automation
lllich, Ivan: Energy 8 Equity
-TT"'\
Tools for conviviality
Survival Scrapbook: Food

»

E 0.50

Lafargue, Paul: The Right to be l_'azy

E 0.75

Fourier, Charles: Harmonian Man

"' "~*"=

0,25
0,45
0,35
I ,25
0.60
0.75

_ _

E 1.95

5' _;/I \

.25

I
.

Utopian Visions of Charles Fourier
E 0.10
E 0.08

Design for Utopia
\ I
Holloway, Mark: Heavens on Earth

E 0.25
E 0.50
E 0.75

Code, Anna 8 Gill, Tessa: Women's Rights: a practical guide

E 0.60

Firestone, Ross: Getting Busted

E 0.50

Bunyan, Tony: History 8 Practice of the Political Police

E 4.95

E 0.10
E 0.70
E 1.00
J,'

_,-

-

I -_
.

Lockwood, George: The New Harmony movemen
Manuel, Frank: French utopias
.
,
Utopias and Utopian thought I
I

in Britain

E 0.40

Berg. Leila: Risinghill, death of a comprehensive
Blishen, E. (ed.): The school that I'd like
Buckman, Peter: Education without schools

Ward, Colin: Work

WORK

CIVIL LIBERTI_E_S
NcTTi-ona_I-Council for Civil Liberties: Against Censorship
NCCL: Squatting; Trespass 8 Civil Liberties
Walters, Richard H. 8 Cheyne, J.: Punishment

as

_IHot" -110 .

Chesser, Eustace: Reich 8 sexual freedom

Schumacher, E.F.: Small is beauti ul
People's Power
/
The Age of Plenty

CRIME
Darrow, Clarence: Crime 8 Criminals
SRAF: The Anarchist Solution to the Problem of Crime

rnrnrnrn - oo io'oi.>I:~U'l@U'l@

Sane Society

1

VIOLENCE

"PoIitics Today": The Roots of terrorism
Ward, Colin: Violence

E 0.15
E 1.50

Bazeley, E.T.: Homer Lane 8 the Little
Commonwelath

Industrial complex

Lens, Sidney: The Military-Industrial

Comfort, Alex: What Rough Beast?
lllich, Ivan: Medical Nemesis

.

.
.

I
1,

.
.
.

If

Nordhoff, Charles: Communistic societies of the USA
Noyes, John: Strange cults 8 utopias of 19th century Americ. O
Ward, Colin: Utopia

l'i3"l'7 l'n1'3l "l'3I‘l'3"nI'Hli'3l7I‘n oI\)-|_|\)-A1 .-|_|- |Oo—l
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COMMUNITY

Berneri, Marie Louise: Journey through Utopia

E 2.95

Buber, Martin: Paths in Utopia

E 1-95

Hades, Audrey: Encounter with Martin BubcrClothE 3.50PaperE 0.70

I-10

LIVING OIIR l.lVES cont.

ALTERNATE CULTURE
aﬁs are al I around us

Synthesis is the only possibility
Gorman, Clem: Book of ceremony
Lewis, Roger: Outlaws of America (underground press)
Reich, Charles: The Greening of America
Stansill 8 Marowitz: BAMN! Outlaw manifestos 8 Ephemera

E 0.10
E 0.10
E 0.50
£0.40
E 0.40
E 0.75

T0 BIIY Tl-IE ..

1) By post: If the total value of the order is less than E 1 .00, please add
20 per cent. postage (minimum of 7p.); if the order is over E 1 .00, add
I5 per cent. postage. Cash with order is appreciated ,
2) In person . The bookshop is open: 2-6 pm Tuesday to Friday (Thursday
until 8 pm), and 10 am to 4 pm on Saturdays. Closed all day Sundays
and Mondays.

(Aldgate E22 Underground station. Find Whitechapel Art Gallery. Angel Alley is next to the Wimpy Bar close to the art gallery).

PEOPLE WRITING
Journalism 8 Essays
Berneri, Marie Louise: Neither East nor West

Marie Louise Berneri — a tribute
Goodman, Paul: Growing up absurd
New Reformation
People or Personnel
Utopian Essays,/Practical proposals

lCOCOU‘
’\)l\Jl\J |U*:U'l8@U'|

l"'7l"‘'!l|>l'">l"'3l"|'3

Orwell. George: Selected essays, Journalism 8 letters (4 vols) £2.75
£1.95
Meyers, Jeffrey: Reader's guide to George Orwell
£0.30
Williams, Raymond: Orwell
£4.95
Zwerdling, Alex: Orwell and the Left
£3.75
Woodcock, George: The Rejection of Politics (essays)
E0.30
Cienfuegos Press: Review of Anarchist Literature
Memoirs
E 1.20
Serge, Victor: Memoirs of a revolutionary
Flynn, Elizabeth Gurley: The Alderson Story (prison memoirs) £1.25
£6.00
Valpreda, Pietro: The Valpreda Papers (prison diary)
E0.60
Moyse, Arthur: More in Sorrow (illus.)
K
£2.00
Haywood, William D.: "Big BiIl" (autobiography)
£0.50
Litvinoff, Emmanuel: Journey through a small planet
£0.60
Forest, Eva: From a Spanish Jail
Fiction
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Chernyshevsky, Nicolai: What is to be done?
Goodman, Paul: Adam and his works (short stories)

Hasek, Jaroslav: Good Soldier Schweik (New unexpurgated
translation)
Kerouac, Jack: On the Road

\1'u=.UI|OoU1

I'1'>Z"l’7l'|7

£0.55
Litvinoff, Emmanuel: A death out of season (Sidney St. novel) E 0.50
E 0.75
Landon, Jack: The Iron Heel
g
E 0.50
Orwell, George: Animal Farm
£0.60
1984
E 0.38
Serge, Victor: Case of Comrade Tulayev
E 0.75
Silone, lgnazio: Fontamara
E 0.50
Traven, B .: The Death Ship
£0.50
The Bridge in the Jungle
E 0.40
The Treasure of the Sierra Madre
E 0.30
The Rebellion of the Hanged
£0.35
The March to Caobaland
£0.45
Zamyatin, E.: The Dragon ard other stories
Poetry
£0.90
.Goodmon, Paul: Hawkweed
£1.00
Homespun of oatmeal gray
£0.15
Huggon, Jim: Poems
£3.00
£3.25
E0.30

Ravachol e Cia. (full colour, text in Italian)
for

Small Presses
Association of Little Presses: Catalogue of Little Press
books in print, Jan, 1974
British directory of Little Mags 8 Small Presses 1974/5

0

*

PRESS .
PllBl
S
FREEDOM

,»

PRESS groups have been pub-

Dane
22
Road
MarKen
CT9
2AA
Tegate

lishing anarchist iournals, pamphlets and
books ever since 1886 when the first group, which in-

cluded Kropotkin, brought out the monthly anarchist iournal
FREEDOM. The first English translation of Kropotkin's The Statecurrent list includes a new translation from the French original of
this pamphlet, price 20p (post 11p), and other anarchist ‘classics

Eurcae/
ope

—-"This is not iust a book for
anarchists and housing profesby (0|.||| WQRD

FDHTH1

-. | \)- 1

G-£88

£2.25
£2.50

I

Our latest title is on an urgent contemporary issue :

-All RIARCIIIST APPROACH

Magazines
The Freethinker: 1973/4/5: 3 volumes bound in buckram, each £2.95
Interrogations: International Review of Anarchist Research
each E 0.95
(in English/French/Italian/Spanish) nos. 2-7 avai
Miscellaneous
Marcuse, Herbert: -Essay on Liberation
E 0.30
Martin, Charles: Towards a Free Society E 0.13
Ruskin, John: The Rights of Labour
E 0.1

—

E 0.50

International Directory of Little Mags 8* Small Presses, 1975/O~
International Directory of Small Magazines/Press Editors
and Publishers 1975-6
Small Press Record of Books (4th ed.) covering 1974
Henderson, Bill (ed.): The Publish-it-yourself Handbook

\,

Its Historic Role appeared in serial form in it in 1897-I898. §r

Illustrations:
Costantini, Flavia: The Art of Anarchy (black 8 white)

Joe Hill postcards (various colours) 8"x5" 10

Thane
-.____

s

sionals (though they both need
it !), but a tonic for all cynical
urban dwellers"

182pp.

E 1.25 (post 20p)

-—- U ndercurrents

This author edited our monthly ioumal A NA RC HY
(1961-1970). This iournal stimulated radical rethinking on key. areas of concern, concentra-

UnPrA
Synd
dereergssnrouatnd&
ve
the

ting on solutions for problems rather than
the coining of slogans - for instance in

Work and Workers' Control : Education and the Rights of the Young :

Criminology and the Sociology of
Deviance .

,

The complete 118 issues are CIVOIIOIDIG only
.
I
H _
lﬂ the 10-volume set, about 3 800 paces

A
y

E 45 00 ($115 00 IFICIUCIIHQ registered oostage.
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